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1 Introduction
The Barents Sea is an important area due to its vast marine resources. It hosts large
commercial ﬁsh stocks, such as the Arcto-Norwegian cod (Gadus morhua) and capelin
(Mallotus villosus) (Sakshaug et al. 2009), and in recent years large quantities of oil
and gas has been discovered below the seabed. It is also an important area for both the
regional and the global climate. Based on observations by Knipowitsch (1905), Roald
Amundsen’s expedition with Gjøa and observations from his own Fram expedition,
Nansen (1906) pointed out that the Barents Sea is a production area for high-salinity
shelf water due to ice-freezing and subsequent brine release, and hypothesized that the
Barents Sea thereby contributes to the world oceans deep water. Large variability has
been observed in both the climate (Ingvaldsen et al. 2003); (Levitus et al. 2009) and
the marine resources (Sakshaug et al. 1994) of the Barents Sea. This calls for a better
understanding of the processes determining the variability and its impacts.
Observations during recent decades have shown large changes in the Atlantic Water
(AW) supply to the Arctic Ocean (Quadfasel et al. 1991); (Polyakov et al. 2005).
Increasing temperatures have been observed upstream along the Norwegian continental
slope (Orvik & Skagseth 2005), in the Barents Sea Opening (Skagseth et al. 2008), in
the Fram Strait at the entrance to the Arctic Ocean (Schauer et al. 2004), and in the
interior Arctic Ocean (Polyakov et al. 2005); (Dmitrenko et al. 2008a). Observations
have shown that the global climate is warming, with an ampliﬁcation in polar regions.
This is supported by model projections of 21st century climate (IPCC-WG-I/8 2007) .
In order to establish an ecosystem approach to sustainable harvest of marine resources,
it is important to assess the impacts of possible climate change in advance. To do
this, we have to rely on model projections. However, the global climate models are
unsuitable for a regional assessment of climate change, especially at high northern
latitudes (Fig. 1). Thus, there is a need for downscaling by applying regional models
with higher spatial resolution in order to resolve processes that are important for the
regional climate.
Another motivation for increasing our knowledge and understanding of the regional
climate system, is the feedback from the regional processes to the global climate. It
is therefore of great importance to apply our knowledge of regional climate change
impacts to our knowledge of the global climate system.
2 Scientiﬁc background
2.1 General circulation and processes in the Barents Sea
The Barents Sea is one of the largest (1.4*106 km2) and the deepest (average depth of
230 m) shelf sea adjacent to the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 2). It is bounded by the Norwegian
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Figure 1: Zonal mean net heat ﬂuxes at the surface in the global climate models (colors) and
from observations (thick, black line). The model ensamble mean is shown as broken thick,
black line. (North towards left; from IPCC 4AR Ch. 8.3.1, Fig. 8.4)
and Russian coast to the south, while Novaya Zemlya forms the eastern border. To the
north, Svalbard and Franz Josef Land deﬁnes the corners of the Barents Sea’s extension.
The interior Barents Sea is dominated by several banks and basins, forming a complex
topography, which puts a strong constraint on the current pattern. The main inﬂow
occurs through Bjørnøyrenna (Bear Island Trough) between the coast of Norway and
Bjørnøya (Bear Island), see e.g. Blindheim (1989), while the inﬂow between Bjørnøya
and Svalbard is very low due to the presence of Svalbardbanken (the Svaldbard Bank)
and Hopenbanken (the Hopen Bank). Main outﬂow occurs to the east, between Novaya
Zemlya and Franz Josef Land, see e.g Loeng et al. (1993). There is also some exchange
between the Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean to the north, through the troughs
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between Svalbard and Franz Josef Land (Mosby 1938); (Novitsky 1961); (Matishov
et al. 2009).
Figure 2: Bathymetric map of the Barents Sea region. Arrows show general circulation
patterns. (Courtesy by F. Cleveland and T. Gammelsrød)
The inﬂow of warm and saline AW to the Nordic Seas follows the Norwegian con-
tinental slope as the Norwegian Atlantic Current (NwAC; Helland-Hansen & Nansen
(1909)). Between Norway and the Svalbard Archipelago, the current bifurcates and one
branch continues northward as the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC; Aagaard et al.
(1987); Fig. 2). As the WSC enters the Nansen Basin through the Fram Strait, it
submerges under the cold halocline in the Arctic Ocean and ﬂows eastward as a slope
current following the continental shelf break. This water mass is sometimes referred to
as Fram Strait Branch Water (FSBW; see e.g. Schauer et al. (2002b)). North of the
St. Anna Trough, the FSBW bifurcates and one branch enters the St. Anna Trough
(Hanzlick & Aagaard 1980) and follows the topography into the northeastern Bar-
ents Sea between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land (Loeng et al. 1993), (Schauer
et al. 2002a). This water mass is warmer than the water masses ﬂowing eastward from
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the Barents Sea, and it is therefore easily distinguishable (Loeng et al. 1993), (Schauer
et al. 2002a).
The other branch of the NwAC, termed the North Cape Current (NCaC), carries
between 1.5 and 2 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3s−1) of AW into the Barents Sea (Blindheim
1989); (Ingvaldsen et al. 2002); (Skagseth et al. 2008). Here, AW is usually deﬁned
by S > 35.0, and the typical temperature range is 4.5 oC < T < 6.5 oC (Midttun &
Loeng 1987). In addition, the Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC) carries between 0.5
Sv and 1 Sv (Ingvaldsen et al. 2004b) of water with similar temperature as AW but
with S < 34.7 (Sætre & Ljøen 1971), adding freshwater to the Barents Sea. In the
Barents Sea, these water masses undergo considerable modiﬁcations through several
diﬀerent processes (Loeng 1991); (Pﬁrman et al. 1994), before they exit to the northeast
between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land and ﬂow into the Arctic Ocean (Loeng
et al. 1993); (Schauer et al. 2002a). These processes include cooling through heat loss
to the atmosphere (Aagaard et al. 1981), freshwater gain from the NCC, ice melt,
runoﬀ and net precipitation (Steele et al. 1995), input of salt through ice freezing and
brine rejection (Midttun 1985); (Loeng 1991), and wind and tidal mixing (Sundfjord
et al. 2007). This gives the Barents Sea water a wide range of densities before exiting
into the Arctic Ocean (Rudels et al. 1994); (Schauer et al. 2002b). According to Rudels
et al. (1994), the Barents Sea water entering the Arctic Ocean consists of 3 components.
The most dense being AW that has been cooled through heat loss to the atmosphere
and freshened through net precipitation. Above this layer is less dense AW that has
recieved freshwater trough ice melting and has then been homogenized through ice
freezing leading to brine release and haline convection the following winter. At the
top is a layer stemming from the NCC with additional freshwater input from rivers,
mainly through the Kara Sea. Thus, as the water from the Barents Sea leaves the
St. Anna Trough, it occupies a 1000 m deep water column (Rudels et al. 1994). This
water column deﬂects the FSBW from the upper slope to the lower slope in the Arctic
Ocean, and partly descends below the less dense FSBW (Rudels et al. 1994); (Schauer
et al. 2002b); (Dmitrenko et al. 2009a). Thereby, the Barents Sea is important for the
ventilation and renewal of the water masses in the Arctic Ocean. Formation of water
masses dense enough to sink to great depths may also contribute to the renewal of the
deep water in the Arctic Ocean (Nansen 1906); (Midttun 1985); (Loeng et al. 1993);
(Rudels et al. 1994); (Jones et al. 1995); (Schauer et al. 2002a).
2.1.1 Deep water formation
Through the processes mentioned above, the Barents Sea contributes with deep water
to the Arctic Ocean (Jones et al. 1995). Through the Fram Strait, the Arctic Ocean
contributes to the deep water in the Greenland and Norwegian Seas (Aagaard et al.
1985). Eventually, this deep water spills over the Greenland Scotland Ridge through
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the Denmark Strait (Macrander et al. 2005) and the Faroe Shetland Channel (Hansen
& Østerhus 2007), and thereby contributes to the renewal and ventilation of the world
oceans deep water. Formation of high-salinity shelf water through ice-freezing in the
Barents Sea was proposed by Nansen (1906) and evidence of such production was
observed by Midttun (1985). Observations in the western Barents Sea supports the
idea that such a process may produce water with density large enough to sink to
great depths in the Arctic Ocean (Quadfasel et al. 1992); (Schauer & Fahrbach 1999);
(Skogseth et al. 2008); (Geyer et al. 2009).
The water masses entering the Arctic Ocean from the Barents Sea are less saline,
but colder and also more dense than water masses at similar depths in the Eurasian
Basin (Hanzlick & Aagaard 1980), (Schauer et al. 1997), and part of it submerges
under the FSBW at the Arctic Ocean continental slope (Rudels et al. 2000a). Water
ﬂowing along the bottom of St. Anna Trough enters the Nansen Basin at 1000 m
depth, below the FSBW. Therefore, no warmer water will be entrained on the way
down the slope. This will lead to a cooling of the deep ocean water masses if the initial
temperature of the outﬂow is lower than the temperature in the deep water (Rudels
et al. 2000a). However, increasing temperature and salinity towards the bottom of the
Eurasian Basin, indicates another source of deep water than the Barents Sea water
(Jones et al. 1995). They suggest the area around Severnaya Zemlya as a potential
formation area of Arctic Ocean bottom water, as these islands favor ice-freezing in lee
polynas, leading to formation of high-salinity shelf water. However, this high-salinity
water with temperature at the freezing point enters the Nansen Basin at only 100 m
depth, and therefore have to pass through a layer of Atlantic derived water in the
Circumpolar Boundary Current before reaching the deeper layers. This will increase
the temperature of the descending water masses (Jones et al. 1995).
2.1.2 Barents Sea Polar Front
The Barents Sea Polar Front (BSPF) forms the transition zone between the relatively
warm and saline AW in the south and the colder and less saline Polar Water (PW)
in the north (Loeng 1991). One of the ﬁrst exstensive investigations of the frontal
structure was made by Johannessen & Foster (1978), and they concluded that the front
is topographically steered and follows approximately the 100 m isobath. Later studies
have conﬁrmed that the front is topographically steered (Gawarkiewicz & Plueddemann
1995); (Parsons et al. 1996) and that it is dependent on the width of the NCaC carrying
AW into the Barents Sea (Ingvaldsen 2005). The BSPF also deﬁnes the maximum
extension of the sea-ice cover in the western Barents Sea (Vinje & Kvambekk 1991).
The seasonal ice cover provides for a high biological productivity due to a strongly
stratiﬁed water column during late spring and summer (Loeng 1991); (Sakshaug et al.
1994); (Falk Petersen et al. 2000); (Reigstad et al. 2002), due to input of freshwater
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through sea-ice melt and heating through insolation. In winter, wind mixing and
thermal and haline convection supplies the surface layer with nutrients from below
through mixing (Wassmann et al. 1999); (Sakshaug et al. 2009). Thus, processes
connected to the seasonal ice cover is important for the onset of the algal bloom to the
north of the BSPF.
2.2 Numerical modeling
Several factors contribute to make the Barents Sea a challenging area to model. The
seasonal ice cover interacts with the ocean through adding freshwater during the melt
season and creating a two-layer system with a strong pycnocline in summer, while wind
mixing, and thermal and haline convection causes the mixed layer depth to reach the
bottom in winter. On banks, ice freezing and subsequent brine rejection may create
dense, high-salinity bottom water. Such bottom water has been observed cascading
down the continental shelf (Blindheim 1989) in highly baroclinic currents. Strong tidal
currents enhance the ocean mixing and create tidal fronts on the shallowest banks.
In a numerical test experiment, Harms et al. (2005) found that including tides had a
signiﬁcant impact on the heat ﬂuxes in the marginal ice zone (MIZ), over shallow banks,
and in the BSPF-area. Being located at high latitudes strongly inﬂuences the internal
Rossby-radius, and thus the length scale of the mesoscale activity in the Barents Sea.
In a two-layer system, the internal Rossby radius Ri is given by
Ri =
√
g′H
f
where g ′ is the reduced gravity and f is the Coriolis parameter. H is the thickness of
the upper layer.
Setting the reduced gravity to 0.005 (corresponding to e.g. ρ1=1027.5 kg m
−3 and
ρ2=1028 kg m
−3), assuming a surface layer of 30 m thickness, and setting the latitude
to 75oN, gives an internal Rossby-radius of 2.75 km.
From the above it is clear that high resolution, both horizontally and vertically,
is needed in the model in order to adequately resolve the processes transforming the
water masses in the Barents Sea. To further complicate the picture, any numerical
ocean model is dependent on atmospheric forcing, which is expected to be of inadequate
quality in the Barents Sea region due to very few observation stations.
2.2.1 Numerical modeling eﬀorts in the Barents Sea
Pioneering work in using density driven, three dimensional numerical models in the
Barents Sea include the works of Slagstad et al. (1989); Støle-Hansen & Slagstad (1991),
focusing on ice-ocean interaction and vertical mixing. A˚dlandsvik & Loeng (1991) used
a purely wind-driven, barotropic model to study the inﬂuence of wind on the inﬂow to
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the Barents Sea. In later years, a wide range of model studies have been conducted in
the Barents Sea. Ka¨rcher et al. (2003b) used a regional model to look at interannual
climate variability in the northeastern Barents Sea, while Maslowski et al. (2004) used
a model covering the Arctic Ocean and adjacent areas to estimate budgets of volume,
heat, and salt in the Barents Sea. Budgell (2005) performed a dynamical downscaling
from a coarse model covering the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans to a regional
model covering the Barents and Kara Seas. In a sensitivity study, Harms et al. (2005)
found that the atmosphere-ocean heat exchange in the Barents Sea is sensitive both
to changes in the inﬂowing water and the overlying atmosphere, and also to internal
processes such as tidal mixing.
All of the above mentioned numerical experiments can be categorized as regional
model studies, covering the whole Barents Sea and to some degree adjacent areas. The
advantage of this approach is that the open boundaries are relatively far away from the
area of interest, which reduces the direct inﬂuence of the boundary conditions. The
drawback of regional applications is the horizontal resolution. The large computational
demand puts a constraint on the resolution, and regional applications typically have
a horizontal resolution on the order of 10 km. The above calculation showed that
the typical length scale of mesoscale activity in the Barents Sea is as low as ∼3 km.
Thus, the regional models are unable to resolve the mesoscale dynamics, although they
may be categorized as “eddy-permitting” models, i.e. eddies are not resolved but are
“permitted” to exist.
Process-oriented model studies require high resolution, and therefore usually apply
models covering smaller areas, i.e. a fjord or an estuary. Examples include modeling
of Storfjorden at Svalbard (Skogseth et al. 2007); (Fer & A˚dlandsvik 2008), and the
MIZ in the northern Barents Sea (Sundfjord et al. 2008). However, new advances
in supercomputer modeling has made it feasible to move towards the eddy-resolving
regime even for regional applications.
2.2.2 Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS)
In this thesis, we have used the numerical ocean model ROMS (Regional Ocean Mod-
eling System), which is a three-dimensional baroclinic ocean general circulation model
(OGCM). It is an open source community model, developed at Rutgers University
(see http://www.myroms.org/). It is described in several papers, see Shchepetkin &
McWilliams (2005) and Haidvogel et al. (2008) for details. ROMS uses topography-
following generalized sigma coordinates in the vertical. This ensures high vertical reso-
lution even in shallow and well-mixed areas, as opposed to models using z-coordinates
or isopycnic coordinates in the vertical. In addition, stretching (packing) of the vertical
layers towards the surface and bottom enhances the resolution further in the surface
and bottom boundary layers.
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The sigma-coordinate system puts a constraint on the slope of the bathymetry in
the model grid. A factor r, representing the normalized slope of the bottom in the
model grid, is deﬁned (Beckmann & Haidvogel 1993)
r =
Δh
2h
According to Haidvogel & Beckmann (1999), empirical studies have shown that
reliable results are obtained if r does not signiﬁcantly exceed 0.2. To ensure that the
r-value does not get too high, the bathymetry needs to be smoothed. This is often
done by applying a Shapiro-ﬁlter (Shapiro 1970), which reduces the bottom slope and
thus also the r-value. Another desirable eﬀect of the shapiro ﬁlter is that it eﬀectively
removes 2Δx-noise in the grid. However, depending on the horizontal resolution of
the model grid, the smoothing removes topographic features that may potentially play
important roles in the local dynamics. The need to smooth the bathymetry is therefore
a disadvantage of the sigma-coordinate models.
In the horizontal, the model uses orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. Advantages
include laterally variable resolution, which enables the ability to focus on speciﬁc areas
of interest or areas that need enhanced resolution for proper treatment, such as frontal
areas. On the downside, errors with for instance eddies propagating from areas where
they are resolved to areas where they are not resolved may arise. A short discussion
on this matter is provided in section 3.1.4 in Haidvogel & Beckmann (1999).
For the model to be appliccable at high latitudes, an ice module is coupled to
the model system (Budgell 2005). Two ice layers and one snow layer are included,
in addition to a molecular sub-layer (Mellor & Kantha 1989) between the bottom of
the ice and the upper ocean. The inclusion of a molecular sub-layer improved the
freezing and melting rates substantially (Budgell 2005). The ice dynamics are based
on the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology by Hunke & Dukowicz (1997) and Hunke
(2001), while the thermodynamics is based on Mellor & Kantha (1989) and Ha¨kkinen
& Mellor (1992).
2.2.3 Model set-up used in this study
One problem in sigma-coordinate models is the problem with internal pressure gra-
dients generated in areas with steep topography. Computing the internal pressure
gradient along sigma-surfaces rather than along geopotential isolines, creates internal
pressure gradient forces that set up artiﬁcial currents. This problem has been widely
discussed during the last decades, see Mesinger (1982); Haney (1991); Beckmann &
Haidvogel (1993); Mellor et al. (1994); Shchepetkin & McWilliams (2003). In this the-
sis, spline density Jacobian are used to compute the pressure gradients, as described
in Shchepetkin & McWilliams (2003). The artiﬁcial currents set up by the internal
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pressure gradient error was found to be relatively small in a regional application, and
higher resolution should decrease this problem further.
Another topic which has been a focus of interest concerning sigma-coordinate mod-
els, is the issue of spurious diapycnal mixing (see e.g.Barnier et al. (1998)). Mixing
in the ocean is dominated by isopycnic mixing, i.e. the mixing occur along isopyc-
nals, while in sigma-coordinate models mixing is computed along sigma surfaces. In
coastal areas where density is depressed towards the coast, e.g. through downwelling,
the isopycnals can be oriented unaligned with the bathymetry and therefore also the
sigma surfaces (see Fig. 3). This leads to spurious diapycnal mixing (as opposed to the
dominating isopycnal mixing). In two of the model experiments in this thesis (paper III
and IV), the mixing is rotated along geopotential surfaces to reduce the diapycnal mix-
ing. This has been found to substantially reduce the diapycnal mixing (Marchesiello
et al. 2009). However, some diapycnal mixing occurs naturally through wind and tidal
mixing in shelf areas such as the Barents Sea.
Figure 3: Schematic of nearshore downwelling, making the isopycnals (black lines) unaligned
with the sigma-layers (blue, broken lines).
As a default, ROMS uses a third order biased upwind scheme for advection of
tracers. This scheme has some numerical diﬀusion, and therefore no explicit diﬀusion
is applied to the advection of tracers. One of the beneﬁts of using this scheme, is that
we avoid issues with over- and undershooting. In the high-resolution model study of
the BSPF (paper III), however, we have applied a fourth order centered scheme for the
advection of tracers. The motivation behind this was to reduce the spurious numerical
diﬀusion in order to better retain strong gradients in the frontal areas. In addition, a
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new version of the vertical coordinate was applied (Shchepetkin & McWilliams 2005),
in which the vertical layers above a prescribed depth (here set to 30 m, which should be
close to the pycnocline depth in summer) are close to level. This reduces the spurious
diapycnal mixing in the upper ocean, which has the potential to cause problems in
ice-covered areas, as it may artiﬁcially transfer heat from a warmer subsurface layer to
an ice-covered surface.
In the model runs presented in papers I, III, and IV, the atmospheric forcing ap-
plied have a low horizontal resolution compared to the model grids. As the horizontal
resolution in model studies improve, this will increasingly become a limitation, as the
atmospheric forcing will be smooth and without strong horizontal gradients compared
to the modeled ocean. Also, in areas with sparsely distributed observation points, the
error of the atmospheric reanalysis will increase. This is especially the case in high
latitudes, where observations are very limited.
All numerical ocean models, except global simulations, need input on the lateral
open boundaries. This requires a proper treatment of the information crossing the
open boundaries. A nudging and radiation scheme proposed by Marchesiello et al.
(2001) were used for the three-dimensional velocity components and tracers in papers
III and IV. The nudging was applied as a cosine function covering the 10 outer cells.
In paper I, a Flow Relaxation Scheme (FRS; Engedahl (1995)) was applied at the open
boundaries. In all model studies in this thesis (paper I, III and IV) Flather (1976)
open boundary conditions were used for barotropic normal velocity components, while
Chapman (1985) open boundary conditions were used for free surface.
Generic-length-scale mixing scheme (Warner et al. 2005a) was chosen as vertical
turbulent mixing closure of both momentum and tracers in the model studies in pa-
pers I and III. The scheme is a modiﬁed form of the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 closure (Mellor
& Yamada 1982). The GLS-scheme has been found to produce good results in shallow
areas where tidal mixing is important (Warner & Geyer 2005b), and is therefore re-
garded as a suitable option in the Barents Sea. In the basin scale model applied in the
climate downscaling experiment presented in paper IV, the LMD (Large-McWilliams-
Doney) mixing scheme was applied. This scheme has been shown to produce a good
agreement with observed mixed layer behaviour and the eﬀects of langmuir circulation
are well represented through empirical parameterizations (Large & Gent 1999).
Tidal velocities and free surface height from 8 tidal constituents from the Arctic
Ocean Tidal Inverse Model (AOTIM; Padman & Erofeeva (2004)) were included, and
the tidal elevation and velocities were added to the free surface and barotropic velocity
open boundary conditions, respectively.
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2.2.4 Validation and evaluation of numerical models
An OGCM is a complicated, highly non-linear set of partial diﬀerential equations.
Therefore, estimating the model uncertainties through conventional statistical methods
is not feasible, since the model includes a wide range of variables with non-linear
inter-dependencies. Further, the chaotic nature of some physical processes means that
a model realisation becomes just one out of many possible outcomes. Therefore, a
thorough and robust validation of the model is needed in order to assess the quality
of the model results. By thorough is meant an extensive evaluation of the model’s
performance, and robust is to be understood as parameters with a high signal-to-noise
ratio and tests that represent challenges for the model. The relationship between
observations and models may be viewed as an analogue to the need for calibration
when taking measurements with various instruments. Thus, numerical models are
still dependent on observations to keep control of the model’s deviation from reality.
Yet, any OGCM is dependent on vertical and/or lateral boundary conditions, as well
as atmospheric forcing, which themselves contain sources of error and uncertainties.
Thus, even with a “perfect” model, it would still be impossible to produce “perfect”
results.
3 This study
3.1 Objectives
The main objectives of this study are summarized as follows. There has, however, been
some changes to these objectives during the course of the study.
• Quantify the exchanges between the Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean
The main goal of this thesis has been to improve our knowledge of the exchanges
between the Barents Sea and the Arctic Ocean, with respect to water masses and
ﬂuxes. To accomplish this, an existing data set of CTD-measurements (Conductivity-
Temperature-Depth) and a one-year record of current meter measurements (Loeng
et al. 1993); (Schauer et al. 2002a) was combined with results from two numerical
ocean models (paper I). In addition, an extensive array of CTD-measurements was
carried out, along with an array of ﬁve oceanographic moorings, carrying a total of 13
instruments measuring current, temperature, salinity, and pressure. Unfortunately, at
the time of writing, the data from the moored instruments have not yet, 21 months
after successful recovery, been made available by Russian authorities due to security
inspections. But an analysis of the water masses based on the CTD-measurements
have been carried out (paper II).
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• Investigate the variability of the Barents Sea Polar Front by utilizing
a high-resolution numerical ocean model
As part of the International Polar Year, an extensive measuring program was carried
out in the Polar Front region in summer 2007 and spring 2008. The objective of paper
III was to use observations to evaluate the numerical ocean model, and combine the
diﬀerent datasets in a study of the structure and variability of the BSPF.
• Assess the improvement by using a regional ocean model to downscale
the results from a global climate model
The objective of paper IV was put forward to get papers I, II, and III into a larger
context. The regional climate plays an important role for the local processes in the
Barents Sea, which in turn provide feedback to the regional and subsequently the global
climate. Improving the quality of climate scenarios are therefore of great importance
in order to understand how the Barents Sea may be aﬀected by climate change.
3.2 Summary of papers
Numerical models are powerful tools capable of providing new insights in a wide range
of spatial and temporal scales, from local processes to climate variability. A huge
advantage of models over observations is that models provide data in 4-D, while obser-
vations below the sea surface often consist of measurements that are one-dimensional in
space and taken at a single time (e.g. CTD), or measurements at a single point over a
period of time (e.g. current meter). In paper I, we have utilized both observations and
models to investigate the exchanges of volume, heat, and salt between the Barents Sea
and the Arctic Ocean through the strait between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land.
A good agreement between observations and the models was found, and both showed
that the heat ﬂux from the Barents Sea to the Arctic Ocean is small, and it cannot
be ruled out that the Barents Sea acts as a heat sink rather than a heat source for
the Arctic Ocean. Thus, the major part of the ∼50 TW of heat carried by the NwAC
into the Barents Sea in the west (Skagseth et al. 2008), is given up to the atmosphere
before the remains of the AW exits the Barents Sea in the northeast. Although there
was a good agreement between the observations and the models in paper I, the models
indicated that the current meter moorings were not placed at optimal locations. We
therefore propose that models could be used for optimizing the geographical locations
of oceanographic mooring arrays.
After estimating the ﬂuxes of volume, heat, and salt between the Barents Sea and
the Arctic Ocean, we turned our focus (paper II) to investigate the water masses and
how they are transformed into the water masses that are observed downstream at the
Arctic Ocean continental slope (Schauer et al. 2002b); (Dmitrenko et al. 2009a). Based
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on a total of 142 CTD-measurements from the very sparsely sampled St. Anna Trough,
we found evidence of two water masses of Atlantic origin within the St. Anna Trough.
A cold (Θ < 1) and saline (S > 34.9) mode of AW was found in the southern parts
of the trough, while a warmer (Θ ∼1) and less saline (S ∼34.8) mode of AW was
found in the western and northern parts. The warmer AW is a branch of the FSBW
that enters the St. Anna Trough from the north, and is documented in the literature
(Hanzlick & Aagaard 1980); (Loeng et al. 1993); (Schauer et al. 2002a,b); (paper I).
The colder AW has earlier been reported as Cold Bottom Water (CBW), deﬁned by
Θ < 0 (paper I), but in 2008 it was observed to exhibit temperatures well above 0
◦C. We attributed this to interannual variability, and pointed at diﬀerences in heat loss
patterns between the years 1991 and 2008 (paper II), along with interannual variability
in the water mass characteristics in the inﬂowing water masses in the western Barents
Sea (Skagseth et al. 2008). The presence of water masses with a density suﬃcient
to penetrate to at least 2000 m depth in the Arctic Ocean (paper II), shows that the
Barents Sea contributes to the ventilation of the deep water masses in the Arctic Ocean
even though the Barents Sea is currently in a warm climatic phase (Levitus et al. 2009).
In paper III, we shifted our focus to the BSPF in the western Barents Sea. A
high-resolution numerical ocean model was set up to study the seasonal variability of
the front, and its linkages to the seasonal sea-ice cover. The model results showed that
the position of the front is determined by a topographically steered warm core jet, that
carries AW along the Svalbardbanken slope with the shallow water on its right side
(retrograde). Although the jet is variable in strength, its spatial variability is small,
and the front is more or less locked to the barhymetry through the year, with some
variations along the ﬂank of Svalbardbanken.
The seasonal stratiﬁcation of the water column plays a critical role in the spring-
bloom system in the Barents Sea (Sakshaug et al. 2009). Two mechanisms contribute
to this stratiﬁcation in the MIZ by reducing the density of the surface mixed layer: i)
Freshwater input from sea-ice melt reduces the salinity, and ii) solar insolation increases
the temperature in the surface mixed layer (Loeng 1991). However, the model results in
paper III points to a third, more local process, where the water column is stratiﬁed due
to advection of dense bottom water along the slope of Svalbardbanken. At the shallow
parts of the slope, the bottom layer of cold, brine-enriched water may be suﬃcient to
provide a stratiﬁcation shallow enough to support the onset of an algal bloom. At
one model station, advection of dense bottom water made the conditions favorable for
primary production one month earlier than the preceeding year, when no dense bottom
water was advected past the station.
According to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), it is very likely
that the earth will experience warming within the next hundred years, due to a human
induced increase in the atmospheric levels of CO2. It is also projected that higher
latitudes will experience ampliﬁed warming compared to the rest of the globe (IPCC-
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WG-I/10 2007). This calls for a regional assessment of the climate change impacts
in the Barents Sea, because a large change in the physical environment will aﬀect the
marine ecosystems (Drinkwater et al. 2010), and provide feedback to the global cli-
mate system. In papers I and II we addressed the contribution from the Barents Sea
to the ventilation of deep water in the Arctic Ocean, and thereby also the global ther-
mohaline circulation. In paper II, we also addressed some of the important processes
which transform warm and saline AW into cold and dense deep water. Local processes
important for the biological productivity in the vicinity of the Barents Sea Polar Front
were studied in paper III. To assess the impacts from climate change on all of these
processes, global climate projections need to be downscaled to an adequate resolution.
To assess the value of performing a downscaling, we used a regional model forced by
the output from a global climate model to run a 20 year hindcast (paper IV). The output
from the regional model were compared with the results from the global model as well
as available observations. The intercomparison revealed a substantial improvement of
the model results. Most importantly, the too weak heatﬂux into the Barents Sea in
the global model (16 TW) was increased to realistic values in the regional model (46
TW), compared to observations (48 TW; Skagseth et al. (2008)). The increase in heat
transport was due to an increase in both the volume ﬂux and the temperature. The
unrealistically low inﬂow of AW to the Barents Sea caused an excessive ice extent in
the global model. This is reported to be a common problem of global climate models
(Arzel et al. 2006); (Overland & Wang 2007). From this, another problem that needs
attention arises. With the excessive ice cover present in the global model, the overlying
atmosphere will also be too cold. When this atmosphere is used to force the regional
model, the heat loss from the open ocean to the atmosphere will be far too high, which
results in excessive cooling in the regional model. Nevertheless, the improvement of
the performed downscaling is encouraging, and shows that the eﬀort is worthwile and
should be pursued in the assessment of future climate change in the Barents Sea region.
3.3 Main conclusions
• The heat ﬂux from the Barents Sea to the Arctic Ocean is small, and it cannot be
ruled out that the Barents Sea may act as a heat sink rather than a heat source
for the Arctic Ocean
• Water masses dense enough to ventilate the deeper layers of the Arctic Ocean are
formed in the northeastern Barents Sea, although the Barents Sea is currently in
a warm climatic phase
• Advection of dense, brine-enriched bottom water along the Svalbardbanken slope
may cause the onset of the spring-bloom to locally be shifted up to one month
in time
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• Downscaling global climate model results by applying a regional model signiﬁ-
cantly improves the model output. This gives hope that global climate projections
can be used for regional assessment of climate change impacts
3.4 Future perspectives
The northeastern Barents Sea and the St. Anna Trough are sadly undersampled, and
although the data presented in papers I and II have improved our knowledge about
the water masses and water mass transformations in this area, an increase in sampling
frequency is badly needed. A regular monitoring by the use of conventional tech-
niques such as CTD-measurements and moored current meter arrays, will provide a
giant leap towards closing the budgets of volume, salt, and heat for the Barents Sea.
Also, regularly updated time series will improve our knowledge of the variability of key
parameters on shorter (seasonal to annual) and longer (interannual to decadal) time
scales. High-resolution models, together with strategically placed moorings containing
high-resolution ADCP (Acoustic Doppler Current Proﬁler) and temperature and con-
ductivity sensors should be utilized to investigate the outﬂow of dense bottom water
into the St. Anna Trough. This will require increased eﬀorts of bi-lateral cooperation
between Norway and Russia, which is a prerequisite for an integrated monitoring of
the Barents Sea-Arctic Ocean exchanges.
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The strait between Novaya Zemlya and Frans Josef Land, here called the Barents Sea Exit (BSX) is
investigated using data obtained from a current-meter array deployed in 1991–1992, and two
numerical models (ROMS and NAME). Combining the observations and models the net volume
ﬂux towards the Arctic Ocean was estimated to 2.0±0.6 Sv (1 Sv=106 m3s−1). The observations
indicate that about half of this transport consists of dense, Cold Bottom Water, which may
penetrate to great depths and contribute to the thermohaline circulation. Both models give
quite similar net transport, seasonal variations and spatial current structures, and the
discrepancies from the observations were related to the coarse representation of the bottom
topography in the models. Also the models indicate that actual deployment did not capture the
main in- and outﬂows through the BSX. A snapshot of the hydrographic structure (CTD section)
indicates that both models are good at reproducing the salinity. Nevertheless, they react
differently to atmospheric cooling, although the same meteorological forcing was applied. This
may be due to the different parameterisation of sea ice and that tides were included in only one
of the models (ROMS). Proxies for the heat transport are found to be small at the BSX, and it can
not be ruled out that the Barents Sea is a heat sink rather than a heat source for the Arctic Ocean.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Processes within the Arctic Ocean and the Arctic Medi-
terranean produce dense water and therefore contribute to
the global thermohaline circulation. Cooling and ice forma-
tion with subsequent brine release is most effective in
polynyas on the vast shallow shelves in the Arctic. The
Barents Sea is of particular interest since it is one of the largest
shallow shelves adjacent to the Arctic Ocean, and also the
deepest shelf with an average depth of about 230 m. Some of
the dense water formed here (Midttun, 1985) is observed to
contribute to the deep water formation in the Arctic, e.g.
Rudels (1987), Quadfasel et al. (1988), Rudels et al. (1994),
Schauer et al. (1997) and Schauer et al. (2002).
Observations (e.g. Schauer et al., 2002) and model experi-
ments, (Karcher and Oberhuber, 2002; Maslowski et al., 2004;
Budgell, 2005) indicate thatmost of the locally produced dense
water will leave the Barents Sea via the strait between Novaya
Zemlya and Frans Josef Land (Fig. 1), here designated as the
Barents Sea Exit (BSX). Thiswater continues via St. Anna Trough
(Schauer et al., 2002) and enters the Eurasian Basin, where it
may sink to more than 1000 m depth (Rudels et al., 1994).
The major inﬂux to the Barents Sea takes place via the
strait between Fugløya and Bjørnøya, often called the Barents
Sea Opening (BSO). Based on a current-meter array, (Ingvald-
sen et al., 2002, 2004), now extended to 10 years (1997–2006)
Skagseth et al. (2008), found that the net ﬂow into the Barents
Sea was 1.8 Sv. The inﬂow consisted mainly of warm and
saline Atlantic Water (AW). This compares well with the
estimate by O'Dwyer et al. (2001) of 1.6 Sv based on
hydrography and ADCP sections repeated 13 times in the
period 1997–1999.
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Changes in the oceanographic climate in the Arctic Ocean
have been linked to anomalous heat transport in the AW from
the Nordic Seas. Furevik (2001), using 16 years of data,
discussed the variability of the AW inﬂow to the Barents Sea
and related it to variability in the AW inﬂow to the Norwegian
Sea, changes in the advection speed and interactions with the
atmosphere. The variability of the AW ﬂow may in turn be
linked to the North Atlantic Oscillation; e.g. Furevik and
Nilsen (2005). Two model experiments presented in Drange
et al. (2005), and the experiments by Zhang et al. (1998) and
Maslowski et al. (2004) indicate that the Norwegian Atlantic
Current splits up into two major branches, one entering the
Barents Sea via the BSO, while the other continues north-
wards as the West Spitsbergen Current (WSC). WSC dives
below the surface and becomes insulated from direct atmo-
spheric cooling, and is believed to be the larger heat source for
the Arctic Ocean of the two branches. On the contrary, in the
relatively shallow Barents Sea the AW is effectively modiﬁed
by cooling and mixing due to wind and tidal currents and
gradually looses its heat content on its way to the Arctic Ocean
(Pﬁrman et. al., 1994). This denser, modiﬁed water is probably
directly contributing to the deep water formation and there-
fore the thermohaline circulation; see for instance Meincke
et al. (1997), Schauer et al. (1997) and Schauer et al. (2002).
The modiﬁcation of the water masses in the Barents Sea
critically depends on the ice cover and polynya activity (Pease,
1987; Martin and Cavalieri, 1989; Ivanov and Shapiro, 2005). In
their model experiments Gerdes et al. (2003) demonstrate how
an anomalous low heat inﬂow via the BSO in the 1960's did not
produce a similar low signal in the heat ﬂow through the BSX,
because the Barents Sea was ice-covered and thus protected
from atmospheric cooling. Conversely, a high heat inﬂow
Fig. 1. Barents Sea bottom topography and schematic current system. Inset: Section between Frans Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya. The ﬁlled circles denote the 23
CTD-casts during deployment of the current-meter moorings, while the tails of the arrows and the numbers in parenthesis denote the mooring locations (1–4). The
arrows represent the mean current vectors with the deepest instrument having the thickest arrow. Dark blue: deepest instrument, Red: 2nd from bottom, Green:
3rd from bottom, Light blue: closest to the surface. Note that at the southernmost station, there are only 3 instruments.
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through the BSO in the 1990's did not result in a strong signal in
theBSX,when the ice extentwas less. The sea-ice extent, in turn,
seems to be connected to the cyclone activity in the East Siberia
and south of the Barents Sea (Sorteberg and Kvingedal, 2006).
High cyclonic activity in the East Siberia seems to be related to
coldwinds from the north, stimulating ice growth and transport
of ice from the Arctic into the Barents Sea (Kwok et al., 2005). In
addition, a high cyclonic activity south of the Barents Sea also
supports a large sea-ice extent, because thewinds then seem to
slow down the inﬂowing warm AW.
The Barents Sea provides for an important ﬁshing area. It
has been shown that a vast year to year variation of the
biomass of the different stocks is the rule rather than the
exception (Sakshaug et al., 1994). This variability is closely
linked to the climatic variability in the Barents Sea, which in
particular inﬂuences the spring bloom regarding time and
intensity (Olsen et al., 2003). Our investigation area is situated
downstream of a vast off-shore oil and gas ﬁeld on the Novaya
Zemlya shelf, and the ecosystem in the region is, of course,
extremely vulnerable to eventual hazards.
Since the water masses entering the Arctic Ocean via the
BSX may contribute to both the global thermohaline circula-
tion and to the melting of the arctic ice cap, it is of particular
interest to investigate this area in detail. While the AW inﬂow
through the BSO has been monitored since 1997 (Skagseth
et al., 2008), the BSX is sadly under-sampled.
In order to assess the physical oceanography of the area, we
seek assistance from both historical data and output from
numerical models. The observational data set consists of an
array of 4 current-meter moorings deployed for almost 1 year
from 1991 to 1992 (Loeng et al., 1993), see Fig. 1 for positions.
Also CTD-casts across the strait during deployment and
recovery of the moorings were obtained. The same data set
wasusedby Schauer et al. (2002) in a studyof the fate of theAW
in the Barents and Kara Seas. Here, the water mass character-
istics, currents and ﬂuxes through the BSX are discussed.
Results from two numerical models: NPS Arctic Modelling
Effort (NAME) byMaslowski et al. (2004) and a newexperiment
based on the Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS) are also
presented. Bothmodelswere forcedwith the sameatmospheric
ﬁelds. In the next section we present the data sources and the
numericalmodels. Thereafter, the hydrographical conditions, as
well as the spatial and temporal structure of the observed
currents in the BSX, are discussed. The volume transport
calculations derived from the current-meter array are used for
validation of the models, and the simulated current ﬁelds are
analyzed anddiscussed to improve our transport estimates. The
reasons for the apparent discrepancies between observations
and models are commented upon. A proxy for heat transport
calculations based on models and observations are compared.
The different behaviours of themodels are also discussed aswell
as the role of winds, tides and ice cover. Some conclusions from
this study are given in the ﬁnal summary.
2. Instruments and methods
2.1. Current measurements
An array of four moorings carrying 15 current meters in
total, located between 77°19′N, 62°56′E and 78°50′N, 58°39′E
(Fig. 1), was deployed on September 24th (mooring 4) and
October 1st (mooring 1–3) 1991 and recovered in September
1992. A ﬁfthmooring located further northwas not recovered.
The mooring array spanned approximately 200 km, with a
distance between two adjacent moorings ranging from 60 km
in the south to 80 km in the north. Aanderaa RCM-7 current
meters were utilised, except at mooring 4 at 180 m depth,
where a RCM-4 was used. These current meters use rotors to
measure speed. Positions, observation depths and dates of
recovery are given in Table 1. For convenience, the current
meters are identiﬁed using a code where for instance 2c240 is
the instrument at the second mooring, instrument no. 3 from
the top and situated at 240 m depth. The sampling interval
was 20 min for all the instruments, except for 4c180, which
was set to one hour intervals.
The RCM registered speed, direction, temperature and
conductivity accurate to ±1 cm/s, ±5°, ±0.05 °C and
±0.1 mmho/cm, respectively. The conductivity data showed
a negative drift for some of the instruments, which did not
match the CTD surveys at deployment and recovery. This
obscures the interpretation of the salinity recordings on
seasonal and longer time scales. The RCM data were checked,
Table 1
List of the current meters utilised in the analysis
Instrument ID Depth [m] Last measurement U [cm/s] V [cm/s] Sal Temp [°C] Dir [deg] Speed [cm/s] St. dev. [cm/s]
1a60 60 09.07. 3.1 3.7 34.66 −1.09 40 4.9 4.5
1b100 100 13.07. 3.7 3.6 34.90 −0.29 46 5.2 4.6
1c144 144 08.09. 3.3 2.8 34.79 −0.20 49 4.3 4.9
2a65 65 25.07. 2.2 4.7 34.52 −1.15 25 5.2 4.6
2b105 105 08.09. 2.1 4.7 34.72 −0.01 24 5.1 5.1
2c240 240 08.09. 4.0 8.0 35.04 −0.36 26 8.9 5.4
2d333 333 06.09. 3.5 7.7 34.90 −0.39 24 8.5 6.1
3a65 65 07.09. −0.7 −1.4 34.42 −1.50 208 1.5 2.5
3b170 170 07.09. −0.6 −0.6 34.80 1.12 227 0.9 2.8
3c270 270 07.09. 0.6 −0.0 34.94 0.43 90 0.6 2.3
3d343 343 07.09. 2.2 1.6 34.86 −0.39 55 2.7 4.0
4a75 75 13.08. 1.3 0.4 34.44 −1.57 73 1.4 2.2
4b115 115 19.07. 1.9 0.1 34.52 −1.16 86 1.9 2.4
4c180 180 09.09. 2.4 0.4 – −0.39 82 2.5 2.1
4d230 230 25.08. 3.2 −0.4 34.87 −0.33 96 3.2 2.8
The observation depths (the lowermost current meters at each mooring were located about 10m above the seabed), date of last measurements (1992) and average
values from the sensors are given. The current meters were deployed September 24th (mooring M4) and October 1st (moorings M1, M2, M3) 1991. For further
details, see Schauer et al. (2002).
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and obvious erratic points were replaced by interpolation
from the same time series. Erratic data, found at the end of the
data series due to failure in the rotors, were removed. For
transport calculations (see Section 2.3), such missing data
periods were reconstructed by extrapolation using instru-
ments located nearby.
To eliminate tidal signals, the data series were ﬁltered using
a pl64tap-ﬁlter (Rosenfeld, 1983), with a cut-off-period of 33 h.
The time series are folded over and cosine tapered at each end
to return a ﬁltered, phase preserving time series of the same
length. For the purpose of error estimates, the degrees of
freedom (M) were determined by the time taken for the
autocorrelation function to fall to 1/e, usually 3 to 5 days. The
standard error was obtained by dividing the standard devia-
tionsby √M. This errorwas then combinedwithother sources of
error such as choice of area representing each current meter to
produce the ﬁnal error estimates for the transports.
2.2. CTD measurements
A Neil Brown CTD system was used. The accuracy of the
temperature sensors is better than 0.005 °C. The conductivity
sensor was calibrated using water samples analyzed on a
Guideline Portasal salinometer, and the accuracy of the
salinity was found to be better than 0.01. The data were
averaged over 5 dbar bins.
2.3. Mass transport calculations
To calculate mass transport, a simple objective method was
applied; each current meter has been designated an area for
mass transport calculation. The division lines were set half-way
between the instruments both in the horizontal and vertical
plane. The outer moorings were given a horizontal dimension
equal to the distance to the neighbouring instrument. In the
vertical thewater column is naturally limited by the surface and
the bottom. As can be observed from Table 1, some of the
instruments failedbefore the recovery 7–9September 1992. The
missing records are reconstructed using the nearest instrument
at the same mooring. The least square linear regression was
used for calculating the actual values. This method worked for
all moorings except mooring 1, where all rotors measuring
speed had failed by August 8. Therefore the record 1c144 was
prolonged ﬁrst using the instruments 2b105 and 2c240. Then
theprocedure described abovewasused to construct 1b100 and
1a60. Since all current-meter moorings were recovered by
September 9th, this month is under-sampled.
2.4. Model experiments
In addition to the current-meter data and CTD sections, we
have analyzed data from two different ice-ocean numerical
model experiments. Both models were forced with atmo-
spheric ﬁelds from the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasting (ECMWF).
2.4.1. The NAME model
This is a pan-Arctic simulation called NAME (Naval
Postgraduate School Arctic Modelling Effort), described by
Maslowski et al. (2004). The model domain was chosen to
include all major out- and inﬂows to the Arctic Ocean far from
the artiﬁcial boundaries in the Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans.
The model boundaries are closed, and an artiﬁcial channel
through Canada is introduced to balance the net northward
transport through the Bering Strait. The model grid size is
typically 9 km, and in the vertical there are 45 z-coordinate
levels. In the Arctic, the 2.5 km resolution digital bathymetry
data set from Jakobsson et al. (2000) is utilised. The model
applies a free surface. The ice model uses the plastic ice
rheology (Zhang and Hibler, 1997) and the heat conduction
through ice following Semtner (1976). The surface heat
budget proposed by Parkinson and Washington (1979)
is applied. The model was initialized using the temperature
and salinity ﬁelds from the University of Washington Polar
Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (Steele et al., 2001).
A 27-year period of spin up was performed using 15-year
mean, annual cycle of daily forcing ﬁelds (ERA15) from the
ECMWF. To approach the initial conditions for the actual
1979–2001 experiment, the model was forced for 20 years
using combinations of daily averages for 1979 as well as for
the 1979–1981 period. The 23 years run was forced with
ERA40. More model details and results of the simulations are
given in Maslowski et al. (2004).
2.4.2. The ROMS model
The Regional Ocean Model System (ROMS), see e.g.
Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2003), utilises topography
following s-coordinates in the vertical that allows for
enhanced resolution near the surface and bottom. The
ROMS experiment presented here applies the same atmo-
spheric forcing (the ERA40 data set from ECMWF) as in NAME
to facilitate the comparisons between the two models. In
Budgell (2005) the NCEP (Kalnay et al., 1996) wind stress was
applied, otherwise the two model set ups are the same.
Surface heat ﬂuxes were calculated with cloud fractions
modiﬁed using satellite derived data from the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (Schiffer and Rossow,
1985). The grid spacing in the Barents Sea corresponds to that
of the NAME model, ~9 km resolution in the horizontal, and
with 32 layers in the vertical. The model was forced at the
boundaries using 5-day mean ﬁelds from a regional model
covering the North Atlantic, and with tidal velocities and free
surface heights from the 8 dominant constituents provided by
Padman and Erofeeva (2004). The ice model component is
based on the elastic-viscous-plastic rheology, see Hunke
(2001). The ice thermodynamics is taken mainly from
Häkkinen and Mellor (1992), and uses two ice layers and a
snow layer (Mellor and Kantha, 1989). Initial conditions for
the Barents Sea model were taken from 5-day averages of the
regional model from January 1, 1990. The period 1990–2002
was simulated.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Observations
3.1.1. Water masses
A T–S diagram obtained from the CTD-casts at themooring
positions during fall 1991 is shown in Fig. 2, wherewatermass
deﬁnitions also are indicated. Since thesemeasurementswere
performed from late September to early October, the Surface
Water (SW) is still inﬂuenced by summer heating andmelting.
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Atlantic Water (AW) was observed at moorings 2 and 3, while
the moorings in the extreme south and north were more
inﬂuenced by the Arctic Water (ARW). Cold Bottom Water
(CBW) was observed at all 4 locations.
The temperature and salinity time series at mooring 1 are
shown in Fig. 3. Here we observe that from the middle of
December, the temperaturewas close to the freezing point for
a few months at the uppermost instrument (60 m). Simulta-
neously, the salinity was gradually increasing, an indication
of freezing and brine rejection. However, this signal never
penetrated down to the instruments at 100 or 144 m. Thus
the process was not strong enough to provoke convection to
the bottom. Similar patterns were observed at the other 3
moorings. This does not rule out that dense water may have
formed in the polynya west of Novaya Zemlya, cascading
through the BSX south of our mooring array (Midttun, 1985;
Martin and Cavalieri, 1989; Ivanov and Shapiro, 2005).
Weekly ice distribution maps, compiled by Kvingedal
(personal communication, 2007) and presented in Fig. 4,
illustrate the ice distribution and its variation during March
1992. It seems that a substantial polynya activity took place;
early in this month there were large areas with open drift ice,
only to disappear in the middle of the March and re-establish
as drift ice together with young ice by the end of the month.
This indicates that conditions were favourable for surface
cooling, ice formation and brine rejection and thus formation
of CBW.
3.1.2. Current measurements
The mean observed velocity vectors are plotted on the
map in Fig. 1, see also Table 1. The currents show mainly a
component towards North-East and East, with the strongest
current in the southern and deepest part of the section. Also
note that the currents tend to amplify towards the bottom.
The maximum average current (9 cm/s) was observed at
240 m depth at mooring 2.
The nature of the time variability is given in Fig. 5, where
the de-tided current vectors at 60 m for the southernmost
mooring (M1) are shown. There are episodes with high
speeds (N25 cm/s) in December, and the currents are rather
uni-directional.
The monthly averaged cross-section velocity component
(Fig. 6) shows a signiﬁcant seasonal variability. Compared to
the pattern in October, the December pattern seems to be a
barotropic increase in the outward current speed of 4–5 cm/s
at the two southernmost moorings. The December current
structure is associated with the strongest horizontal and
vertical shear of the whole year. During summer the currents
were weaker. The return ﬂow near mooring M3 was present
throughout the year with a maximum in September. Even in
December, when the outﬂow at mooring M2 was the
strongest, the counter-current penetrated down to ~200 m
depth. The monthly averages for each individual current
meter are given in Schauer et al. (2002).
The marked seasonal variations of the current ﬁeld (Figs. 5
and 6) are believed to be caused by changes in the wind ﬁeld.
The average winter (DJFM) and summer (JJAS) atmospheric
circulations are shown in Fig. 7. During winter a low pressure
in the central Barents Sea sets up strong winds towards the
north in the study area. The corresponding Ekman transport
will be towards the east, and water may pile up at the Novaya
Zemlya coast giving a high water level there. The correspond-
ing barotropic component of the current structure, see Fig. 6,
may be due to the sea level sloping upwards towards Novaya
Zemlya.
Fig. 2. T–S diagram covering the CTD stations (September–October 1991)
corresponding to the four moorings deployed between Frans Josef Land and
Novaya Zemlya, 1991–1992. The markers are placed at 5 m depth intervals.
The major water mass deﬁnitions, Arctic Water (ARW), Atlantic Water (AW),
Cold Bottom Water (CBW) and Surface Water (SW), are also marked.
Fig. 3. Daily averaged values of a) temperature and b) salinity at mooring 1.
The apparent trend in the salinity data at 144 m depth is obviously due to a
drift in the conductivity cell.
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Fig. 4. Ice distribution variability in the Barents Sea,1992, a) March 2nd, b)March 16th and c)March 30th (Kvingedal, pers. comm., 2007). See also Kvingedal (2005).
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3.1.3. Volume transports
The daily averages of the volume transports towards the
Arctic Ocean (deﬁned as positive), into the Barents Sea and the
net transports are given in Fig. 8. As expected from the current
structures discussed above, the net transport was mainly
towards the Arctic. However, occasionally the ﬂow reversed
with amplitudes up to nearly 4 Sv for a few days. The average
net transport through the BSX for the whole time series was
found to be 1.6±0.5 Sv (Table 2), consistent with the cal-
culations by Loeng et al. (1993) and Schauer et al. (2002).
The monthly averaged volume transports shown in Fig. 9
illustrate that the maximum transport (N3 Sv) occurred in
December and the minimum in late summer (b1 Sv). The
yearly averaged volume transport was found to be 2.2 Sv out
of the Barents Seawith a return ﬂow of 0.6 Sv, see Table 2. The
atmospheric pressure difference between Frans Josef Land
and Novaya Zemlya (PFJL–PNZ), also shown in Fig. 9, indicates
that the maximum net transport coincides with the max-
imum pressure difference in December. During late summer
and fall 1992 the pressure difference is increasing while the
observed net transports are decreasing. However, in this
period an increasing number of current meters failed, and
September is under-sampled (see Table 1).
3.2. Comparison with models
3.2.1. Volume transports
The results from the model transport calculations for the
RCM (reduced) section are also shown in Table 2 and Fig. 9.
Table 2 shows that yearly averaged net transports are slightly
higher for the twomodels than for the observations, as well as
the out- and inﬂows. Fig. 9 shows that the seasonal signals of
the models are smaller than the observed. The observations
and the ROMS model showed a maximum transport in
Fig. 6.Monthly averaged velocities (cm/s) perpendicular to the cross-section, interpolated from the current-meter array illustrated by the asterisks. The values for
August are partially obtained by interpolation, see section 2.3. Positive values indicate ﬂow towards the northeast, out of the Barents Sea. Negative values are
shaded.
Fig. 5. De-tided time series from instrument 1a60 illustrating current vector stick-plot. One vector every 12th hour is shown.
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December, while the peak transport in the NAME model
occurred in January. Both models also seem to respond to an
increase in the pressure difference towards the end of the
time series, while the observations indicate a decrease in
volume transport, but again the month of September was
under-sampled. Panteleev et al. (2004), using a CTD station
set deﬁning a closed area in the eastern Barents Sea obtained
Table 2
Volume transports (Sv) through the BSX 1991–1992 calculated from current-
meter data (RCM) and the ROMS and NAME models for the corresponding
‘reduced’ section
Method RCM ROMS NAME
Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In
RCM section 1.6 2.2 −0.6 1.9 3.3 −1.4 2.0 3.1 −1.1
AW 0.0 0.2 −0.2 0.1 0.2 −0.1 1.2 1.9 −0.7
CBW 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.7 2.7 1.0 0.0 0.1 −0.1
ARW 0.2 0.4 −0.2 0.0 0.1 −0.1 0.0 0.1 −0.1
SW 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0
Whole section – – – 2.6 3.9 −1.4 2.3 3.4 −1.1
AW – – – 0.3 0.4 −0.1 1.3 2.0 −0.7
CBW – – – 2.1 3.0 −0.9 0.1 0.2 −0.1
ARW – – – 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 −0.1
SW – – – 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0
In the lower half of Table 2, model calculations for the whole section are
shown. Positive values are out of the Barents Sea and into the Arctic Ocean.
The transports divided into the major water masses are also given.
Fig. 8. Volume ﬂuxes (Sv) through the strait between Frans Josef Land and
Novaya Zemlya 1991–1992. The positive values are towards the Arctic Ocean.
Fig. 7. The average wind during a)winter (December–March) and b)summer
(June–September) 1991–1992 plotted together with the mean isobars at sea
level in the area of study. The data are from the ERA40 re-analysis (European
Center for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)).
Fig. 9. Monthly average volume transports (net) based on observations,
ROMS and NAME models for the section corresponding to the RCM array
(redsec) and the data for the section constructed by Virtual Current Meters
(VCM) only. The atmospheric pressure difference (ERA40) between Frans
Josef Land and Novaya Zemlya is also given.
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in September 1997, found that the transport through the BSX
on that occasion was close to zero.
As the model velocities represent an area of roughly
9×9 km2, a comparison with point measurements is not
straightforward. From Figs. 1 and 6 it seems like the currents
are steered by the topography. This is justiﬁed by the
conservation of potential vorticity argument. The best way
of comparing data with the models would probably be to
select positions where the model bottom inclination com-
pares with the inclination at the moorings. As there are
different representations of the vertical in the two models
(ROMS is terrain-following whereas NAME uses a ﬁxed level
z-coordinate), we have instead chosen to interpolate the
model outputs to the exact positions of the current-meter
moorings. Thereafter, the model values were interpolated in
the vertical to the depths corresponding to the individual
instruments. Theoretical volume transports were calculated
based on these Virtual Current Meters (VCM) only. These
results are also given in Fig. 9. The VCMmodel calculations for
the net transport are 0.9 Sv too small, although the relative
seasonal amplitude is comparable with the full model
estimate. An inspection of the modelled current ﬁelds
compared to the observations is needed to clarify this
discrepancy.
3.2.2. Current structure
In Fig.10 the yearly averages of the current ﬁelds normal to
the section are given for the models and observations. The
current ﬁelds of the models (Fig. 10, middle and Fig. 10, lower)
indicate that the moorings M1, M2 and M4 are situated in
areas with large horizontal velocity gradients. Taking into
consideration that the currents are steered by the topography,
and the fact that the model topographies do not match
(compare the bottom proﬁles in Fig. 10), the discrepancy
between the observations and the models may at least partly
be explained by the coarse representation of the topography.
It was sufﬁcient to move the model virtual moorings one grid
point (~9 km) to obtain a better ﬁt with the observations;
0.2 Sv too low for NAME and 0.4 Sv too low for ROMS.
However, the poor horizontal resolution of the 4 current-
meter moorings is also an obvious explanation for the
difference between the observational and simulated current
ﬁelds at the BSX.
The model simulations indicate that the current-meter
moorings were located such that theymissed the current ﬂow
maxima (Fig. 10, middle and Fig. 10, lower). Themajor outﬂow
seems to be situated between moorings 1 and 2, and the
maximum inﬂowwas modelled between moorings 3 and 4 in
both models. This information may be used as guidelines for
future ﬁeld experiments.
The current measurements (Fig. 10, upper) indicate that
the ﬂow is mainly barotropic, except for a bottom intensiﬁed
NE ﬂow, particularly at mooring 2. This bottom intensiﬁca-
tion, which is likely to be related to a density driven behaviour
of the current, is not reproduced by the models. One reason
could be an absence or shortage of such dense water near the
bottom; e.g. lack of CBW in the NAME model (Table 2).
Another possibility could be the different representation of
bottom topography in the models. Fig. 1 illustrates that the
moorings were situated east of a saddle point with a down-
slope gradient towards the Arctic. The density section given
by Schauer et al. (2002), displays a pycnocline about 100 m
above the bottom hugging the southern slope. This indicates a
dense (σθN28) bottom layer, whichmay be subject to a down-
slope acceleration. Too strong bottom friction in the models
may also explain the lack of the bottom intensiﬁed current.
It is remarkable how well the two quite different
modelling approaches discussed here compare. The models
agree on the positions and strength of the jets in the central
part of the section. In the northern part of the section both
models indicate a jet (5–10 cm/s) towards the Arctic. Except
for the topography-related differences from the observed
current ﬁelds, it can not be concluded that the models fail to
reproduce a realistic picture of the current ﬁelds. The model
transport calculations for the whole section are given in
Table 2 and show that the ROMS model gives a net transport
of 2.6 Sv and the NAME model 2.3 Sv. Only future measure-
ment campaigns will show if the model transports are closer
Fig. 10. Yearly averages (1991–1992) of velocity components normal to the
section for observations (upper), the ROMS model (middle) and the NAME
model (lower). Current-meter positions (real and virtual) are indicated with ⁎.
Negative values are shaded.
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to reality than the calculations based on the widely spaced
current meters. Results from another model experiment in
the area, conducted by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI)
(Gerdes et al., 2003), have been kindly provided by Michael
Karcher. Based on monthly averages, we calculated a volume
transport of 1.8 Sv through the BSX for the measuring period.
It is interesting to note that both models seem to respond
to the secondary maximum in the pressure difference in
March, and to a less extent to the third maximum in May, see
Fig. 9. These features are not captured by the measurements.
An inspection of the weekly ice maps (Fig. 4) illustrates that
the BSX was completely covered by close drift ice as the ice
edge was oriented E–W at the latitude of the northern tip of
Novaya Zemlya in March 1992. This may have changed the
wind stress on the ocean surface. Representing sea ice in
numerical models is still a major challenge, and model
experiments with ice forced into the model from satellite
datamight turn out useful in this respect. However, inspecting
the individual current meters, Schauer et al. (2002) found that
M1 showed the secondary transportmaximum inMarch 1992,
and some of the currentmeters revealed theMaymaximumat
M1, M2 and M3. Hence, with a different weighting of
contributions from each mooring, it is possible to remove
this apparent discrepancy between the observations and the
models.
3.3. Heat transport through the BSX
A proxy for the heat ﬂux (Qj) passing a current meter
representing an area Aj is traditionally calculated as:
Q j ¼ cwρwAj ∑
i
vi Ti−Trefð Þ ð1Þ
where vi is the observed velocity and Ti is the temperature at
the time step i, cw is the speciﬁc heat of seawater assumed to be
4000 J kg−1 K−1, ρw is the water density, and Tref is a reference
temperature. The recommended value for the reference
temperature, when studying heat budgets for the Arctic
Ocean, is Tref=−0.1 °C (Simonsen and Haugan, 1996). This is
the estimated temperature of the overall outﬂow from the
Arctic Ocean (Aagaard andGreisman,1975). Although this value
probably is not themost representative for the Barents Sea heat
budget, we use Tref=−0.1 °C in order tomake comparisons with
previous estimates (e.g. Maslowski et al., 2004). The latent and
sensible heat exchanges due to melting/freezing of sea ice and
advection of sea ice are also neglected here.
The results are given in Table 3, where positive values
indicate a heat ﬂux from the Barents Sea towards the Arctic.
The current meters indicate a small (−3.6 TW) net westward
heat transport from the Arctic towards the Barents Sea. The
ROMSmodel also shows awestward heat transport across the
RCM section, while NAME indicates an eastward heat
transport of 7.5 TW. When extended to the whole section,
the heat transport of the two models only changed with a
small amount. When splitting the net transports into water
mass transports, we note from Table 2 that in the ROMS
model only a small fraction of the transport through the BSX
is AW. Most of the water is transformed to CBW, while in the
NAME model most of the water is identiﬁed as AW, see also
salt transports (Table 4). This also explains why the net heat
transports in the twomodels have opposite signs (Table 3). To
investigate this discrepancy, we look into the temperature
and salinity structure at the BSX, comparing bothmodels with
a CTD section.
The CTD section obtained over 3 days in September–
October 1991 (Fig. 11) shows that the upper ~50 m was
dominated by Surface Water (SW), separated from the Arctic
Water (ARW) below by a strong thermocline and halocline.
The SW with temperature typically above −0.1 °C is probably
formed from ARWby summerwarming andmelting of sea ice
and river run-off. A core of Atlantic Water (AW) was found
near the centre of the section with maximum temperature
above 1.5 °C and salinity above 34.8. This AW is believed to
enter the Arctic Ocean via the Fram Strait, following the
continental slope and ﬂow around Frans Josef Land to enter
the Barents Sea from the east, see Schauer et al. (2002). The
dense Cold Bottom Water (CBW) dominated the near bottom
layers with temperatures down to −0.7 °C and maximum
salinities at about 34.9, with σθN28, see Fig. 2. However, the
extremely dense CBW occasionally reported from the area
with temperature near freezing point and salinities above 35
(Midttun, 1985), was not observed on this occasion.
In Fig. 11, daily model averages (October 1st) of tempera-
ture and salinity distributions are also shown. The model
salinities compare very well with the observations, both in
absolute values and in structure. The salinity is dominating
the density structure in this area, and the temperature may
be considered more like a tracer. Both models span the
same temperature range as the observations (from −1.5 °C
to +2.0 °C). Table 2 shows that in the ROMS model CBW is
dominating the transport, while in the NAME model AW
yields the major contribution to the BSX transport. The same
impression is given by Fig. 11 as the deep saline layers in the
ROMS model seem to be on the cold side and in the NAME
model at the warm side compared to observations. Although
the snapshots given in Fig. 11 could change substantially, as
eddies of time scales of a few days may pass through the BSX,
we will look into possible explanations for the different
behaviour of the two models.
The present hindcast with the ROMS model seems to give
too high heat content in the Barents Sea interior. This is
manifested by a 0.6 °C bias (model too high) between
observed and modelled temperature in the Kola Section
at 33°30′E (not shown). This may cause too much ice
melting, which in turn gives a higher rate of heat loss to the
atmosphere in the eastern Barents Sea. If NAME tends to have
too much ice, this will lead to an insulation of the water
Table 3
Same as Table 2 for heat transports (TW)
Method RCM ROMS NAME
Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In
RCM section −3.6 2.6 −6.2 −6.0 5.9 −11.9 7.5 10.5 −3.0
AW −0.3 0.8 −1.0 0.2 0.4 −0.2 5.5 7.2 −1.7
CBW −1.1 0.1 −1.2 −6.5 3.9 −10.4 0.0 0.1 −0.1
ARW −1.3 1.4 −2.7 −0.1 0.3 −0.4 0.1 0.3 −0.3
SW −0.1 0.0 −0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 0.5 −0.2
Whole section – – – −5.6 5.3 −10.9 7.4 11 −3.6
AW – – – 0.8 1.0 −0.2 5.7 7.4 −1.7
CBW – – – −7.7 3.7 −11.4 −0.2 0.1 −0.3
ARW – – – −0.1 0.2 −0.3 −0.1 0.3 −0.5
SW – – – 0.0 0.2 −0.2 0.2 0.4 −0.2
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below, allowing AW to survive all the way to the BSX, as
demonstrated by Gerdes et al. (2003). Furthermore, tides are
included in ROMS, but not in NAME. Tides keep polynyas
open, particularly near coasts and islands, and also produce
divergences in the open ocean. Harms et al. (2005) found that
tidal mixing contributes signiﬁcantly to the air-sea heat
budget in the Barents Sea; see also Martin and Cavalieri
(1989). Another possible explanation of the cooling discre-
pancy is the different parameterisations of sea-ice processes
in the two models.
It is worth noting that the differences from different
atmospheric forcing data sets using a single model are larger
than the differences between models using the same forcing
data, i.e. compare the ROMS hindcast presented here with the
NCEP forced experiment presented by Budgell (2005). The
large sensitivity of atmospheric forcing parameterisation was
Table 4
Same as Table 2 for salt transports (kT/s)
Method RCM ROMS NAME
Net Out In Net Out In Net Out In
RCM section 51 72 −21 65 114 −49 65 105 −40
AW 0 8 −8 4 8 −4 43 68 −25
CBW 33 34 −2 60 94 −34 −1 3 −4
ARW 7 15 −8 0.0 2 −2 0 2 −2
SW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 −1 3 5 −1
Whole section – – – 89 137 −48 82 122 −40
AW – – – 11 14 −3 48 73 −25
CBW – – – 74 104 −30 3 8 −5
ARW – – – 0.0 2 −2 1 3 −2
SW – – – 65 114 −49 65 105 −40
Fig.11. Snapshot of salinity (left) and temperature (right) from CTD section (upper) comparedwith ROMS (middle) and NAME (lower) models. Temperatures below
zero are shaded.
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also demonstrated by Harms et al. (2005) applying the
HAMSOM model in the Barents Sea.
3.4. Comparing ﬂuxes through the BSO and the BSX
The nearly 10-year long (1997–2006) current measure-
ment program in the BSO gave a net volume ﬂux into the
Barents Sea of 1.8 Sv, with a positive trend of about 0.1 Sv/year,
(Skagseth et al., 2008). This current-meter array did not
include the Norwegian Coastal Current (NCC). According to
the model experiments discussed here, NCC contributes with
about 1 Sv, adding up the total transport through the BSO to
2.8 Sv. Our estimate for the BSX is of the same order of
magnitude, (2.0±0.6 Sv). Various model simulations indicate
that the exchanges via the other openings are about one order
of magnitude smaller, e.g. Gerdes et al. (2003) and Maslowski
et al. (2004), in accordance with the few observations
available from the area (Aagaard et al., 1983). Obviously, the
BSX and the BSO are the main openings for the Barents Sea.
The heat ﬂux into the Barents Sea via the current-meter
array in the BSO was estimated to be 48 TW (Skagseth et al.,
2008), and to 40 TW from the repeated combined ADCP and
hydrography section by O'Dwyer et al. (2001). Including the
contribution from NCC, the total heat ﬂux is about 65 TW
according to the 23-year model mean given by Maslowski
et al. (2004) and 73 TW from the ROMS climatic mean. The
model simulations reported by Drange et al. (2005), indicate
49 TW (NOASIM model) and 86 TW (MICOM model).
Observations show that the subsurface layers at the BSX are
dominated by water of Atlantic origin (AW), with maximum
temperature less than 1.5 °C, and Cold BottomWater (CBW), see
Table 2 and Fig. 11. The latter is presumably formed by direct
cooling of AW and/or ice formation and brine release on the
shallow shelves in the NE Barents Sea (Schauer et al., 2002), see
Figs. 2 and 3. Thus, the water masses are subject to a strong
modiﬁcationwhen crossing the Barents Sea. The heat transport
across the BSX based on the current-meter observations, was
small but negative (−3.6 TW), indicating a heat ﬂux from the
Arctic Ocean into the Barents Sea.
The NAME (7.4 TW) and ROMS (−5.6 TW) models also
gave small heat transports in the BSX in 1991–1992, and the
23-year model mean by Maslowski et al. (2004) indicate that
the heat transport is not signiﬁcantly different from zero (2.2±
3.5 TW). These results indicate a heat loss of about 70 TW from
the water on its journey through the Barents Sea. Simonsen
and Haugan (1996) investigated several parameterisations
of the atmospheric surface heat ﬂuxes and found that the
average atmospheric cooling of the Barents Sea is about
140 TW. Thus the ocean heat transport by advection, as we
have calculated here, do not balance the average atmospheric
cooling estimated by Simonsen and Haugan (1996). We have
tested the sensitivities of the reference temperature Tref
for the proxy heat calculation by varying it from freezing
point to +1 °C, but the heat ﬂuxes stayed low; between 24 TW
(Tref=−1.8 °C) for NAME and −22 TW (Tref=+1 °C) for ROMS.
4. Summary and conclusions
Measurements from CTD-casts and a current-meter array
deployed in the NE Barents Sea between Frans Josef Land and
Novaya Zemlya (BSX) for almost a year in 1991–1992, are
presented. The prevailing currents were towards NE, out of
the Barents Sea, and evident bottom intensiﬁcationwas found
in the central part of the strait. The range of day to day
variability of volume transport was up to 10 Sv (Fig. 8), and
the seasonal amplitude was found to be above 2 Sv (Fig. 9)
with maximum in December–January. The seasonality seems
mainly to be related to changes in the atmospheric pressure
conditions and the belonging wind ﬁelds. The average net
transport through the section, deﬁned by the current meters,
was found to be 1.6 Sv.
The current-meter array was compared with the NAME
and ROMS models by extracting model values from the exact
positions of the instruments. Both models gave the same
(Fig. 9), but too low average transports (0.9 Sv) compared to
the calculations based on the current meters. The models
indicate (Fig. 10, middle and Fig. 10, lower) that three out of
four moorings were situated in areas with strong horizontal
velocity gradients. Therefore, it can not be concluded that the
models fail to simulate realistic currents, but exact position-
ing is distorted because of the coarse representation of the
bottom topography. Using all grid points in the ‘reduced’
section corresponding to the current meters, gave higher
transports; 2.0 Sv for NAME and 1.9 Sv for ROMS (see Table 2).
The model current structures (Fig. 10, middle and Fig. 10,
lower) indicate that the deployed instruments missed the
major outﬂow jet from the Barents Sea towards the Arctic
Ocean.
The current-meter array covered only about half of the
section (Fig. 10, upper vs. Fig. 10, middle and Fig. 10, lower).
The total transport through the whole section was calculated
from the models as 2.3 Sv for NAME and 2.6 Sv for ROMS.
Combining the two model results with the observations, we
estimate the net transport through the BSX to be 2.0±0.6 Sv.
The estimated inﬂux of ~1.8 Sv to the Barents Sea in the
west via the BSO between Fugløya and Bjørnøya (Skagseth
et al., 2008) is larger than the BSX transport with error
margins, when the contribution of the NCC (~1.0 Sv from the
ROMS model set up) is added. However, the BSO transport is
found to have a positive trend of 0.1 Sv/year, suggesting that a
de-trended value of the BSO transport would resemble that of
the estimated 1991–1992 BSX transport. The BSO water
consists mainly of AW with an average temperature of
about 6 °C (Blindheim, 1995). Observations show that the
subsurface layers at the BSX are dominated by water of
Atlantic origin (AW) with maximum temperature less than
1.5 °C and Cold BottomWater (CBW) less than 0 °C, see Figs. 2,
11 and Table 2. Thus the water masses are subject to a strong
modiﬁcation crossing the Barents Sea, see also Schauer et al.
(2002).
The cooling of the water masses was stronger in the
ROMS- than in the NAME-simulations. This may be because
the two models use different parameterisations of ice and/or
the lack of tides in the NAME model. The tides seem to be
important for the air-sea heat transfer in the Barents Sea
(Harms et al., 2005). This resulted in different signs on the
heat transports in the BSX for the NAME (7.4 TW) and ROMS
(−5.6 TW)models. We have also seen here with ROMS, as also
conﬁrmed by HAMSOM (Harms et al., 2005), that the models
are highly sensitive to the atmospheric forcing. This indicates
that the choice of atmospheric forcing could be more
important than the type of model.
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Maslowski et al. (2004), using the whole 1979–2001
period simulation, found the average heat ﬂux to be 2.2±
3.5 TW. Thus it remains open if the Barents Sea is a heat sink
for the Arctic Ocean, rather than a heat source.
The CBWwater passing the BSX is so dense, that it has the
potential to reach below the depth of the sills (~800 m) of the
Arctic Mediterranean between Greenland and Scotland and
therefore contribute to the overﬂow and renewal of the world
ocean deep water. Based on the current meters the CBW
transport in the BSX is estimated to 1 Sv. Schauer et al. (2002)
indicate that most of this water cascades via the St. Anna
Trough as a bottom intensiﬁed ﬂow towards the Arctic Ocean,
where it penetrates down below the AW stemming from the
Fram Strait. Observations (Foldvik et al., 2004) and models
(Killworth, 1977) of Cold Bottom Water plumes indicate
that the volume ﬂux may increase by a factor of 2 to 4 by
entrainment of surrounding water when cascading towards
great depths. The Greenland–Scotland overﬂow is estimated
to 6 Sv (Hansen and Østerhus, 2000), so the BSX contribution
may be signiﬁcant.
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Abstract
We use CTD (Conductivity, Temperature and Depth) data from Au-
gust/September 2008 to investigate the intermediate and deep water masses
in the northeastern Barents Sea and the St. Anna Trough. Two distinct
modes of Atlantic Water deﬁned by potential temperature above 0 ◦C are
observed between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land. One mode consists
of Atlantic Water modiﬁed during its advection through the Barents Sea.
The second mode consists of Atlantic Water from the Arctic Circumpolar
Boundary Current following the topography into the St. Anna Trough. The
Atlantic Water from the Barents Sea is slightly colder (Θ < 1), more saline
(S > 34.9) and has a higher potential density (σΘ > 28.0) than the Atlantic
Water advected south from the Nansen Basin (Θ ∼1; S ∼34.8; σΘ ∼27.9).
However, the Barents Sea Atlantic Water undergoes considerable modiﬁca-
tions through mixing with colder and less saline water masses present in
the northeastern Barents Sea and the St. Anna Trough, before entering the
Arctic Ocean. Although the Barents Sea is currently in a climatologically
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warm phase with less than normal ice formation and subsequently reduced
production of brine enriched water, the bottom water observed in the St.
Anna Trough has a potential density high enough to sink to great depths
and thereby ventilate the deep water masses in the Arctic Ocean.
Key words: Barents Sea, Kara Sea, Deep Water, Atlantic Water
1. Introduction
Production of cold and dense water at high latitudes plays an important
role in the world ocean’s thermohaline circulation. A most eﬀective process in
forming water masses with density high enough to sink to great depths in the
world oceans, is ice-freezing connected with polynya activity and subsequent
brine release in shelf areas (Morales Maqueda et al., 2004). Another process
that produces such dense water masses, is direct atmospheric cooling of water
masses with relatively high salinity. The Barents Sea is a shelf sea in which
both of these processes occur, and it is one of the largest shelf seas adjacent
to the deep Polar basin. Several formation sites of dense water have been
observed (Nansen, 1906); (Midttun, 1985); (Quadfasel et al., 1988); (Ozhigin
et al., 2000). This dense water contributes to the renewal of the deep water in
the Arctic Ocean (Martin and Cavalieri, 1989); (Rudels et al., 1994)); (Jones
et al., 1995); (Schauer et al., 1997); (Rudels et al., 2000) and thus the global
thermohaline circulation (Meincke et al., 1997).
The northward advection of warm and saline Atlantic Water (AW; wa-
ter mass deﬁnitions and abbreviations are summarized in Table 1) along the
Norwegian coast splits into two branches west of the entrance to the Barents
Sea, with one branch entering the Barents Sea while the other branch contin-
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ues northward along the western coast of Svalbard as the West Spitsbergen
Current ( see e.g. Aagaard et al. (1987)). Several processes contribute to con-
siderable modiﬁcations of the Barents Sea branch before it eventually enters
the Arctic Ocean through the Barents Sea Exit and St. Anna Trough (Pﬁr-
man et al., 1994); (Rudels et al., 1994); (Ozhigin and Ivshin, 1999); (Rudels
et al., 2004). These include freshwater input from runoﬀ and ice melting
(Coachman and Barnes, 1963); (Steele et al., 1995); wind and tidal mixing
(e.g. Sundfjord et al. (2007)); and atmospheric cooling and ice-freezing (Aa-
gaard et al., 1981); (Jones and Anderson, 1986); (Woodgate et al., 2001).
Due to the advection of warm water masses, a substantial part of the Bar-
ents Sea is kept ice-free all year round (Kvingedal, 2005). This causes a large
heat loss from the ocean to the atmosphere (Simonsen and Haugan, 1996);
(Smedsrud et al., 2010). Availability of saline water masses in an area of
substantial cooling favors production of water masses dense enough to sink
to intermediate and deep parts of the Arctic Ocean.
The WSC enters the Arctic Ocean through the Fram Strait and is some-
times referred to as Fram Strait Branch Water (FSBW), as it submerges
under the Arctic cold halocline water and forms a subsurface temperature
and salinity maximum (see e.g. Rudels et al. (1999)). Some of the FSBW en-
ters the Barents Sea from the north through submarine valleys and canyons
(Matishov et al., 2009), mainly through Franz Victoria Trough on the west-
ern side of Franz Josef Land (Mosby, 1938); (Novitsky, 1961) and through
the St. Anna Trough east of Franz Josef Land (Hanzlick and Aagaard, 1980);
(Loeng et al., 1993); (Schauer et al., 2002a); (Gammelsrød et al., 2009).
The northeastern Barents Sea is connected to the Arctic Ocean through
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the St. Anna Trough (see map, Fig. 1). A 350 m deep branch of the St.
Anna Trough is oriented westward into the northeastern Barents Sea between
Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land. This branch is hereinafter called
“Western St. Anna Trough” (WAT). Between the WAT and the Northeast
Basin in the northeastern Barents Sea, a 200 m deep sill creates a saddle
point. In the southern part, the depth of the St. Anna Trough varies between
500 and 300 m, while it reaches 1000 m at the entrance to the Arctic Ocean
in the north. Between Novaya Zemlya and the WAT, there are several small
banks and canyons, with depths ranging from 100 to 250 m. Between the
WAT and Franz Josef Land is a bank with a depth of about 200 m, while
the Northeast Basin is between 300 and 400 m deep.
The inﬂow of Atlantic Water to the Barents Sea in the west has been
monitored since 1997 (Skagseth et al., 2008), and regular cruises measure
both the physical and ecological state of the Barents Sea. As a consequence,
southern and western parts of the Barents Sea are relatively densely sampled,
and the physical conditions are described in several papers (see e.g. Loeng
(1991); Pﬁrman et al. (1994); Ozhigin and Ivshin (1999)). The northern
and northeastern parts, however, are less well sampled, partly due to the
seasonal ice cover. Articles describing this area include Midttun (1985); Pﬁr-
man et al. (1994); Schauer et al. (2002a); Schauer et al. (2002b); Panteleev
et al. (2004); Matishov et al. (2009). Also some model studies covering this
area has been performed, see e.g. Ka¨rcher et al. (2003); Maslowski et al.
(2004). Some work has been done on the downstream conditions where the
Atlantic Water advected through the Barents Sea becomes part of the Arc-
tic Circumpolar Boundary Current in the Eurasian Basin, see e.g. Rudels
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et al. (1999); Woodgate et al. (2001); Schauer et al. (2002b); Dmitrenko et
al. (2008a); Dmitrenko et al. (2008b); Dmitrenko et al. (2009). Here, we
present data from the poorly sampled area linking the Barents Sea to the
Arctic Ocean. A dataset consisting of 142 CTD-stations (Conductivity, Tem-
perature and Depth) covering the advection route from the Barents Sea to
the Nansen Basin is used to analyze and discuss water mass properties and
modiﬁcations and the exchanges between the northeastern Barents Sea and
the Arctic Ocean through the St. Anna Trough.
In section 2, the data set used in this study is described. The results
are presented and discussed in section 3, followed by a general discussion in
section 4. Subsequently, a summary and conclusions are given.
2. Data
CTD-data from two cruises conducted from late August to mid-September
2008 are analyzed and presented. Fifty-six CTD-stations covering both the
St. Anna Trough and the northeastern Barents Sea between Novaya Zemlya
and Franz Josef Land were taken by the vessel “Obva” from August 26th
to September 8th. Five CTD transects with a total of 86 stations between
Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land were taken by R/V “Professor Boyko”
from September 9th to September 16th (see Fig. 2 for station positions).
The R/V “Professor Boyko” was equipped with a FSI Micro CTD3, with an
accuracy of 0.0002 (S/m) and 0.002 (◦C) for conductivity and temperature,
respectively. “Obva” was equipped with a SBE 19plus CTD system, with
an accuracy of 0.0005 (S/m) and 0.005 (◦C) for conductivity and tempera-
ture, respectively. The two surveys are partly overlapping spatially but not
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temporally. Although the combined dataset spans a period of 3 weeks, we
consider the datset to be more or less synoptic, especially since we focus our
investigation on the water masses below the surface mixed layer.
The westernmost section was along 55◦E sampled by “Obva”, here called
section A (see Fig. 2). This section crosses the northeastern part of the
Northeast Basin. The 5 transects sampled by R/V “Professor Boyko” are
hereinafter named sections 1 to 5, with section 1 being the westernmost
section (see Fig. 2). Section 1 is crossing the saddle point separating the
Northeast Basin in the Barents Sea from the WAT, while section 5 is located
at the opening between the WAT and the main part of the St. Anna Trough.
Sections 2, 3 and 4 cover the western and middle parts of the WAT. Sec-
tion 3 corresponds to the transect covered by CTD-stations and moorings in
1991/92 (Loeng et al., 1993); (Schauer et al., 2002a); (Gammelsrød et al.,
2009).
Cross trough sections show the east-west distribution of water masses in
the St. Anna Trough. Two sections are investigated: one along 79◦N (here-
inafter section B) consisting of 6 stations, and one along 81◦N (hereinafter
section C) consisting of 3 stations (see Fig. 2). Section B crosses the St.
Anna Trough just north of the entrance to the WAT, while section C crosses
the St. Anna Trough east of Franz Josef Land. However, consisting of only
3 stations, section C has poor horizontal resolution.
In this study we adapt the water mass deﬁnitions from Gammelsrød et al.
(2009), see Table 1, although other water mass deﬁnitions have been applied
elsewhere, see e.g. Smolyar and Adrov (2003).
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3. Water masses
A scatter-plot of the Θ-S properties at all the CTD-stations taken by
R/V “Professor Boyko” shows the presence of three distinct intermediate
and deep water masses and the mixing between them (Fig. 3). Contrary
to earlier observations, indicating only one mode of AW (deﬁned by Θ >
0 ◦C) in the WAT (Schauer et al., 2002a); (Gammelsrød et al., 2009); two
clearly distinct water masses with potential temperature above 0 ◦C were
present in the WAT in 2008. Direct current measurements have revealed AW
ﬂowing southwestward along the northern slope of the WAT (Loeng et al.,
1993); (Schauer et al., 2002a). This AW is therefore believed to originate
from the Arctic Circumpolar Boundary Current and follow the topography
into the St. Anna Trough and further southwestward into the WAT. These
observations are in agreement with geostrophic calculations (Panteleev et al.,
2004) and model studies (Ka¨rcher et al., 2003); (Gammelsrød et al., 2009),
indicating westward ﬂow of water masses with temperatures above 0 ◦C in the
WAT. Fig. 2 in Gammelsrød et al. (2009) shows that the westward ﬂowing
AW observed in 1991/92 exhibited similar Θ-S characteristics as the lower
salinity AW observed in 2008.
In section A, only the more saline AW is present (Fig. 4). This conﬁrms
that the lower salinity AW must indeed be advected southwards from the
Nansen Basin. It ﬂows alongslope into the WAT and partly mixes with other
water masses present and recirculates into the main part of the St. Anna
Trough. This AW is hereinafter denoted recirculating Atlantic Water (rAW).
The observations in section A show that the Barents Sea is the source of the
high salinity Atlantic Water, hereinafter denoted Barents Atlantic derived
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Water (bAW). The presence of Cold Bottom Water (CBW; see Table 1)
in section A shows that the Barents Sea is also a source of CBW, which
is advected eastwards into the St. Anna Trough, in agreement with earlier
ﬁndings (e.g. Schauer et al. (2002a)).
In order to distinguish the two modes of Atlantic Water by their respective
characteristics, we introduce new bounds on the water mass characteristics
(Table 2). From inspection of the section plots, a temperature range between
0.5 and 1.5 ◦C is applied for the rAW (Fig.s 3 and 5; see also Table 1). rAW
with temperature below 0.5 ◦C is considered “diluted rAW”, due to mixing
with Arctic Water (ARW; see Table 1), CBW or both. A salinity upper
bound of 34.9 is applied to separate rAW from bAW (Figs. 3 and 5), while
34.75 is kept as the lower salinity bound for rAW (from Table 1). The upper
temperature bound on rAW is to distinguish it from upper layer bAW that
has become fresher due to either ice melt or mixing with coastal water. Using
these bounds and averaging the water mass characteristics at all stations
and depths where they are present in the R/V “Professor Boyko” dataset
covering the WAT (Fig. 2), results in the following mean characteristics: Θ
= 0.85 ± 0.21 ◦C; S = 34.82 ± 0.03 for rAW and Θ = 0.40 ± 0.26 ◦C; S =
34.97 ± 0.02 for bAW, where the ± denotes one standard deviation from the
mean. The corresponding densities are σΘ = 27.91 ± 0.02 and σΘ = 28.06
± 0.02 for rAW and bAW, respectively. Typical characteristics of the water
masses present in the northeastern Barents Sea are summarized in Fig. 6
and Table 2. Characteristics of the FSBW are obtained from stations in the
northwestern part of the St. Anna Trough in this dataset, and may therefore
diﬀer from those reported elsewhere, e.g. Dmitrenko et al. (2009); Schauer
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et al. (2002b).
Vertical sections of potential temperature and salinity show that water
mass characteristics vary geographically. In order to follow the advection and
modiﬁcation of rAW, bAW and CBW, vertical sections and Θ-S diagrams are
investigated in the following sections, starting with the recirculating Atlantic
Water.
3.1. Recirculating Atlantic Water
In the northwestern part of the St. Anna Trough (see Fig. 1), the Θ-S
signature of the rAW is easily recognizable as an intermediate temperature
maximum (see Θ-S properties in section B; Fig. 4). Based on observations
from 1995, Schauer et al. (2002b) reported a maximum potential tempera-
ture of 3 ◦C and a maximum salinity of 34.95 in the inﬂowing AW in the
northwestern St. Anna Trough. In our dataset, a maximum potential tem-
perature of 2 ◦C and a salinity of just above 34.9 is observed (not shown).
This apparent decrease in temperature from 1995 to 2008 is a bit surprising,
due to reports of a warming of the Atlantic layer in the Arctic Ocean since
the 1990s (Quadfasel et al., 1991); (Schauer et al., 2004); (Polyakov et al.,
2005); (Dmitrenko et al., 2008a). However, with only two, closely placed
stations at the western entrance to the St. Anna Trough, we likely missed
the core of inﬂowing AW, and this may at least partly explain the diﬀerence.
Above the layer of rAW, upper layers consisting of ARW and less saline
Surface Water (SW; see Table 1) are observed. These upper layer water
masses are advected into the St. Anna Trough from the Nansen Basin to-
gether with the rAW. Advection of ARW from the Nansen Basin through
the St. Anna Trough and into the northeastern Barents Sea was suggested
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by Novitsky (1961) and Tantsiura (1973). However, our focus is the interme-
diate and deep water masses. Therfore, ARW and SW will not be discussed
further in this work.
At the western slope of the St. Anna Trough, the rAW extends from the
pycnocline at 50-80 meter depth to the bottom, with maximum temperature
at about 200 meter depth (not shown). Horizontally, rAW occupies the
western and central St. Anna Trough at intermediate depths (Fig. 7), in
agreement with the observations by Schauer et al. (2002b). Southwards in
the St. Anna Trough it encounters CBW towards the bottom, resulting in
a cold bottom layer with temperatures below 0 ◦C. This is manifested by
a thinning of the rAW layer resulting from an uplift of the 0 ◦C isotherm
deﬁning the boundary between rAW and CBW. In central and eastern parts
of the St. Anna Trough, the thickness of the rAW layer is about 100 meter
less than in western parts. The reduction is due to larger amounts of colder
water masses in the deeper parts. This thinner layer is probably rAW that
is recirculating and ﬂowing northwards back into the Nansen Basin.
Geostrophic velocities through section B show a very weak ﬂow (∼0.01
ms−1) in the west, indicating mostly barotropic ﬂow (not shown). In the
central region, however, a bottom intensiﬁed northward ﬂow related to the
CBW is seen. Thus, there is a horizontal gradient in the baroclinic velocity
ﬁeld in section B, with northward baroclinic ﬂow in the central region and
southward baroclinic ﬂow in the western St. Anna Trough.
A core of the rAW enters the WAT along its northern slope, following
approximately the 200 meter isobath (see Fig. 5). A sharp thermal front
is seen at the top of the slope, extending from the bottom to about 60 m
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depth. Between this depth and the thermocline at about 20 m, is a layer
with water masses slightly warmer than ARW, thus isolating the warm rAW
from the surface mixed layer. This water mass is probably a mixture of
ARW and rAW, both advected southward from the Nansen Basin. The core
of the rAW, with potential temperature above 1 ◦C, is located between 100
and 250 meter depth. As the rAW is advected westward into the WAT, the
temperature in the core decreases slightly, and only a fraction of the core has
potential temperature exceeding 1 ◦C in the westernmost sections. In section
3 (Fig. 5, middle), two cores of rAW are seen, with the larger core located
above the northern slope of the WAT, and a less distinct core located in the
center of the trough. The distance between the two cores is ∼40 km, while
the distance between the stations is ∼20 km. In order to tell whether the two
cores represent inﬂow and ourﬂow of rAW or represent a mesoscale feature,
we use a two-layer model to calculate the internal Rossby radius, Ri , at the
stations where the two cores are observed. The internal Rossby radius of
deformation represents the typical length scale of mesoscale dynamics, and
is given by:
Ri =
√
g′H
f
(1)
where f = 2Ωsinφ is the Coriolis parameter and φ is the latitude. g’ is the
reduced gravity, given by
g′ =
g(ρ2 − ρ1)
ρ1
, ρ2 > ρ1 (2)
We divide the water column into two water masses separated by the pycno-
cline. Thus, ρ1 and ρ2 represent the density above and below the pycnocline,
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respectively, with typical values being ρ1 = 1027.5 kgm
−3 and ρ2 = 1028
kgm−3. The depth H is set to the height between the midpoints of the two
layers, with a typical value of ∼150 m. By the use of this simpliﬁed model,
we get Ri ∼9km at the stations where the two cores are observed. Thus,
the distance between the two cores is considerably larger than the typical
length scale of mesoscale features in this area, and we conclude that the
lesser core is rAW ﬂowing eastward after recirculating in the WAT. It is also
worth noting that the distance between the stations is larger than the inter-
nal Rossby radius as well, and therefore mesoscale features are not resolved
by the observations.
Mixing between rAW and CBW can be inferred from Θ-S diagrams. See
e.g. Fig. 3, showing water masses along the mixing line between rAW and
CBW (see idealized mixing line in Fig. 6). Direct current measurements from
1991/92 in section 3 (Loeng et al., 1993); (Schauer et al., 2002a); (Gam-
melsrød et al., 2009), revealed a vertical velocity shear in the WAT, with
southwestward ﬂow in the upper layers and northeastward ﬂow in the deep
parts. A calculation of geostrophic velocities through section 3 (Fig. 8) in-
dicate such a baroclinicity in the cross-section velocity ﬁeld. Gammelsrød
et al. (2009) suggested that the vertical velocity shear is due to downslope
acceleration of dense bottom water ﬂowing eastward, which favors turbulent
mixing between rAW and CBW.
We examined the interaction between rAW and CBW using a Θ-S di-
agram for stations 9 to 13 in section 1 (Fig. 9). These stations cover the
narrow region where rAW is observed as a subsurface temperature maximum
(Fig. 5; left) and the neighbouring stations to the north (station 13) and
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south (station 9) where there is no inﬂuence of rAW. According to the strict
deﬁnition in Table 1, rAW is only observed at one station (station 10), but
the two neighbouring stations to the north also reveal a strong inﬂuence of
rAW. The rAW creates an intermediate temperature maximum between an
upper temperature minimum associated with ARW, and a deeper tempera-
ture minimum associated with CBW. The presence of rAW creates horizontal
density gradients, with a local density minimum at stations where rAW is
present (not shown). At the stations where inﬂuence of rAW is observed,
the core of the CBW is warmer, more saline and deeper in the water column
compared to neighbouring stations (Fig. 9). The characteristics of the core
of rAW in the WAT shows that the rAW looses heat to its surroundings as it
ﬂows from the Nansen Basin to the northeastern Barents Sea, resulting in a
drop in core temperature from at least 2 ◦C in the northwestern parts of St.
Anna Trough (keeping in mind that the core is poorly sampled in this area)
to 1 ◦C in the WAT.
In the southern part of section 5 (Fig. 5; right), a layer of rAW with Θ <
0.5 ◦C and S < 34.8 is observed. This is colder and slightly less saline than
the core of rAW observed in the WAT, and is probably eastward ﬂowing rAW
that has recirculated in the WAT. A bit further east, just oﬀ the northern tip
of Novaya Zemlya, there is a layer of rAW with Θ ∼0.5 ◦C, located below a
fresher and warmer layer of surface waters. Below this diluted rAW there is
a 150 m thick layer of CBW above a 200 m thick layer of bAW. Thus, FSBW
ﬂowing into the St. Anna Trough follows the topography all the way to the
southernmost part of the St. Anna Trough. This rAW is modiﬁed by ARW
and CBW, resulting in a colder and less saline water mass than the main
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core of rAW. There is little evidence of this water mass in the sections at
79◦N and 81◦N, indicating that only a relatively small amount of rAW enters
the WAT, while the bulk of the rAW circulates as a warm, subsurface water
mass in the main part of the St. Anna Trough and returns to the Nansen
Basin.
3.2. Barents Atlantic derived Water
In section A, the Barents Atlantic derived Water in the Northeast Basin
consists of two layers. A vertical proﬁle of temperature in the Northeast Basin
is shown in Fig. 10. In the upper layer, the temperature decreases with depth,
from close to 1.5 ◦C near the surface layer to just above 1 ◦C in the lower
part. Below the eastern sill-depth of the Northeast Basin (∼ 200 m depth),
a colder (Θ ∼0.6 ◦C), homogeneous layer of bAW is separated from the
upper layer bAW by a sharp thermocline. Both layers exhibit similar salinity,
∼35.0. The high salinity, which is close to the salinity of inﬂowing Atlantic
Water in the western Barents Sea (35.07 reported by Skagseth et al. (2008)
as the long-term mean), and the relatively high temperature imply that the
bAW observed in the Northeast Basin is formed by atmospheric cooling of
Atlantic Water with very little input of freshwater. The homogeneity of the
deep, below sill-depth layer of bAW suggests that this deeper bAW is either
formed locally in the basin and/or has a longer residence time than the above
sill-depth bAW.
At the northern slope of the Northeast Basin, a front separating bAW
and CBW is observed (Fig. 11). As seen from the Θ-S diagram in Fig. 4,
the potential density of the CBW is lower than that of bAW and the CBW
is advected into the Northeast Basin on top of the bAW. Thus, the CBW
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observed in 2008 was actually represented by an intermediate temperature
minimum rather than a bottom temperature minimum. At the interface be-
tween the bAW and the CBW, vertical proﬁles of temperature and salinity
indicate the presence of double diﬀusive processes (not shown), which ac-
cording to Sundfjord et al. (2007) were observed to contribute signiﬁcantly
to vertical heat ﬂuxes in frontal areas further to the west in the Barents Sea.
In the frontal area, located above the deepest part of section A (Fig. 11),
a layer inﬂuenced by CBW is manifested by an intermediate temperature
minimum of about 0 ◦C. The Θ-S properties (Fig. 4) indicate mixing be-
tween bAW and CBW in the frontal area, which reduces the temperature and
salinity of the bAW. Vertical proﬁles of potential temperature and salinity
(not shown) indicate that CBW penetrates southwards both at intermediate
depths and at the bottom, leaving the bAW as a relatively deep temperature
maximum. However, the temperature minimum (Θ ∼-0.1 ◦C) close to the
bottom is far from the freezing point. Thus, the convection associated with
ice freezing on the nearby banks the preceding winter (2007/08) did not reach
the bottom.
In section 1 (Fig. 5; left), across the saddle point just east of the Northeast
Basin, the bAW displays similar characteristics to those in section A. The core
of the bAW, detected at 2 stations, is located on the shelf north of Novaya
Zemlya, with a maximum potential temperature of 1.3 ◦C and a salinity
of 35.0. As observed in section A, the bAW consists of two layers. The
upper layer occupies the depths between the pycnocline (located at about 50
m depth) and a deep thermocline at about 150 m, and is characterized by
temperatures decreasing with depth. The deeper layer consists of a 30 meter
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deep, well-mixed bottom layer, with a potential temperature of 0.8 ◦C.
East of section 1, the bAW loses more of its heat, and in section 2 the
maximum temperature in the bAW core has dropped down to 0.7 ◦C. Vertical
proﬁles of potential temperature and salinity through the core of the bAW
reveal substantial diﬀerences between sections 1 and 2 (Fig. 12). Inﬂuence
from CBW has lowered both the temperature and salinity throughout the
water column, and the temperature and salinity maxima associated with the
bAW core are located deeper (120 m) in section 2 (station 30) compared
to section 1 (80 m; station 6). At both stations, the bottom layer is well
mixed, but at station 30 the bottom layer is thicker than at station 6. This
suggests more mixing near the bottom at the easternmost of the two sections,
which could be explained by larger velocities/acceleration as the bottom
water is moving downslope into the WAT. In section 2, the eastward moving
bAW encounters CBW that resides over a shallow bank north of Novaya
Zemlya. This bank causes the core of the bAW to split in two; one core
ﬂows eastward along the southern slope of the WAT, while the other core is
deﬂected south towards Novaya Zemlya, beneath the Novaya Zemlya Coastal
Current (NZCC).
The bAW entering the WAT partly submerges under the CBW occupying
the deep layers in central parts of the WAT (Fig. 5; middle and right). This
changes the front separating bAW and CBW from a vertical front in section
1 to a tilted front in section 2 and further eastward (see Fig. 5 for sections
1, 3 and 5), resulting in both a horizontal and a vertical velocity shear, as
has been observed by direct current measurements in section 3 (Loeng et
al., 1993); (Schauer et al., 2002a); (Gammelsrød et al., 2009). This favors
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mixing between bAW and CBW in the WAT. There is evidence of isopycnal
interleaving between bAW and CBW in the deep parts of the WAT. At
station 50, located at the deepest part of section 3, there are several local
temperature maxima and minima in the lower 100 meters (Fig. 13). Thus,
east of the saddle point separating the Northeast Basin from the St. Anna
Trough, bAW is mixing with CBW throughout the water column below the
pycnocline. The temperature of the bAW is reduced substantially as it is
advected through the WAT, but a relatively high salinity is maintained, due
to the relatively high salinity of the CBW (Fig. 5; right).
As the bAW is advected through the southern parts of the St. Anna
Trough, the temperature is further reduced. In section B, the deep tempera-
ture maximum associated with the bAW is below 0 ◦C (Fig. 4, see also Fig.
7) and this water mass is therefore no longer categorized as bAW, although
the deep temperature maximum together with the high salinity (above 34.9)
indicate that this is remnants of the bAW. This points to further cooling of
the bAW by mixing between bAW and CBW in the St. Anna Trough (see
Fig. 4). Thus, all the AW advected through the Barents Sea on its way
towards the Arctic Ocean is transformed into water masses with potential
temperature lower than 0 ◦C before entering the Nansen Basin. Therefore,
it may be argued that the bAW does not contribute with any heat gain to
the Arctic Ocean, if one uses -0.1 ◦C as an overall potential temperature
of the water masses leaving the Arctic Ocean, as proposed by Aagaard and
Greisman (1975).
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3.3. Cold Bottom Water
Dense bottom water produced in the Barents Sea is reported to contribute
to the ventilation of intermediate and deep layers in the Arctic Ocean (Rudels
et al., 1994); (Jones et al., 1995); (Bauch et al., 1995); (Schauer et al., 1997);
(Rudels et al., 2000). Several formation sites of CBW in the eastern Barents
Sea are reported in the literature: Novaya Zemlya Bank (Nansen, 1906);
(Midttun, 1985); (Martin and Cavalieri, 1989), Great Bank and Central Bank
(Blindheim, 1989); (Loeng, 1991); and the Franz Josef Land area Martin and
Cavalieri (1989). Midttun (1985) observed dense bottom water produced over
Novaya Zemlya Bank at the bottom in the Northeast Basin.
In section A (Fig. 11), CBW is found north of the Northeast Basin, on
the banks south of Franz Josef Land. However, no remnants from dense
water production on the Novaya Zemlya Bank is found near the bottom in
the Northeast Basin, as mentioned above. The core of CBW is found at
intermediate depths, from just below the pycnocline at 50 m to about 150 m,
with a minimum Θ of -1.6 ◦C at 75-80 m. The temperature increases with
depth below the temperature minimum, indicating inﬂuence of Atlantic water
masses (Fig. 11). The Θ-S diagram from section A (Fig. 4) suggests that
this is bAW advected into the relatively deep basin just southwest of Franz
Josef Land. The other possible source of Atlantic Water in this area, is the
FSBW that enters the Barents Sea from the north through the Franz-Victoria
Trough between Franz Josef Land and Victoria Islands (see e.g Pﬁrman et al.
(1994)). The FSBW would need to cool substantially to match the observed
mixing line. Such cooling of the subsurface FSBW would require mixing with
ARW (or CBW), but this would also lower the salinity of the FSBW. Thus,
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the relatively high salinity and low temperature needed to match the observed
mixing line from mixing with CBW exclude the possibility that FSBW is the
source of AW in this mixture. For a discussion on the characteristics of the
FSBW on the northern Barents Sea slope, see e.g. Løyning (2001).
As the CBW ﬂows eastward into the WAT, it submerges under the rAW
and forms a tilted front (Fig. 5; middle and right). This creates a vertical
velocity shear and enhances the mixing between CBW and rAW. In the
southern part of the WAT, mixing between CBW and bAW is observed, as
described earlier. Mixing with rAW and bAW raises the temperature of the
CBW substantially. CBW and rAW exhibit similar salinity, while the bAW
is more saline, resulting in a slight increase in salinity. From the northeastern
Barents Sea to the St. Anna Trough, the minimum potential temperature of
the CBW increases from -1.6 ◦C to -0.6 ◦C (Fig. 4).
In the WAT, the CBW occupies the intermediate and deeper layers of the
trough, while the slightly more dense bAW sinks to the very bottom of the
trough. Thus, the CBW separates the two diﬀerent Atlantic water masses.
In this regard, the term “Cold Bottom Water” is misleading, as the bAW
penetrates below the CBW, leaving this cold water mass as an intermediate
temperature minimum. There are, however, some indications of relatively
large variations in the water mass characteristics on timescales of years to
decades. Gammelsrød et al. (2009) reported that the deeper part of the WAT
was mostly occupied by CBW, with very little or no bAW.
Although the CBW enters the St. Anna Trough as an intermediate water
mass, it is transformed to bottom water as it is advected northward toward
the Arctic Ocean. At all stations north of 78◦30’N in the central and eastern
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parts of the St. Anna Trough, the water mass in the deeper part of the water
column is categorized as CBW (not shown). On the eastern slope it occupies
the whole water column below the pycnocline, which is consistent with the
ﬁndings of Schauer et al. (2002a). Thus, the water mass termed Barents Sea
Branch Water (BSBW) in e.g. Schauer et al. (2002b), and which is observed
downstream in the Nansen and Amundsen basins, is a mixture of CBW,
bAW, and rAW.
Our observations indicate several sources of CBW. The presence of CBW
in section A (Fig. 11), suggests the banks south of Franz Josef Land as a
source of CBW. Another source is the shelf between the WAT and Novaya
Zemlya. Here, CBW is produced locally by ice freezing and subsequent
brine release the preceding winter, resulting in a relatively high salinity (S =
34.95). However, the potential temperature at the bottom is -0.58 ◦C, which
indicates a relatively large component of bAW. With a potential density
as high as σΘ = 28.09, this CBW is more dense than the bAW observed
in this area. On the contrary, the CBW advected into the WAT from the
Barents Sea is less dense than the bAW, as mentioned above. The local
character of this dense CBW is evident from looking at the idealized water
masses and corresponding idealized mixing lines, as seen in Fig. 6. If one
uses the characteristics of the bAW found in the section at 55◦E (Θ=1 ◦C
and S=35.0), mixing between bAW and CBW from the northeastern Barents
Sea would produce water masses with a salinity below 34.9 at temperatures
around -0.6 ◦C.
A water mass with characteristics close to the CBW observed north of
Novaya Zemlya (0.02 ◦C lower potential temperature and 0.01 lower salinity)
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is observed at the bottom in section C (Fig. 14). The similar characteris-
tics suggest a common source, although this CBW was neither observed in
sections 4 and 5 (Fig. 5; right), nor section B (Fig. 7). The direct current
measurements from 1991/92 show episodes of strong eastward ﬂow (around
0.15 ms−1) in the WAT, typically lasting from one to a few days. We spec-
ulate that the CBW north of Novaya Zemlya is ﬂushed into the St. Anna
Trough in pulses, and that this explains the apparent cooling of 0.2 ◦C at
the bottom between 79◦N (section B) and 81◦N (section C) in the St. Anna
Trough, although no water mass that can explain such cooling is observed.
However, due to the coarse sampling in the northern St. Anna Trough, the
presence of CBW produced locally by freezing of sea-ice around Franz Josef
Land cannot be ruled out. Such brine enriched bottom water with tempera-
ture at the freezing point could enter the St. Anna Trough directly. However,
it would have to descend through the southward ﬂowing rAW, and thereby
become substantially warmer before reaching the bottom of the St. Anna
Trough.
4. Discussion
The rAW observed in the WAT in 2008 has similar characteristics as the
water mass termed the northern Barents Atlantic-derived Water in Pﬁrman
et al. (1994), originating from the Atlantic Water entering the Barents Sea
from the north through the Franz-Victoria Trough. Pﬁrman et al. (1994) and
Løyning (2001) discuss the diﬀerence between what is termed the northern
and southern Barents Atlantic-derived Water (corresponding to rAW and
bAW, respectively), and suggest that the diﬀerence in the water mass char-
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acteristics may be due to the diﬀerent advection time between the “long
way” around the Svalbard archipelago and the “shortcut” through the Bar-
ents Sea. Thus, although both water masses originate from the Norwegian
Atlantic Current (NwAC), they are diﬀerent “vintages” and may therefore
exhibit diﬀerent characteristics. This is probably even more so when they
meet in the WAT, after the rAW has traveled around Franz Josef Land as
well. Fig. 15 shows that there is large annual and interannual variability in
temperature and salinity in the NwAC, as observed at the western entrance
to the Barents Sea. However, Pﬁrman et al. (1994) and Løyning (2001)
focused on the area farther west in the Barents Sea, where the southern Bar-
ents Atlantic-derived Water has not been subject to as much modiﬁcations
as further downstream in the northeastern Barents Sea. Therefore, the signal
from the variability in the initial state at the entrance to the Barents Sea is
expected to be weaker in the northeastern Barents Sea than in the western
and northern parts.
Interannual variability is also seen in the water masses in the northeast-
ern Barents Sea. In 1991, only rAW and CBW were observed in the transect
corresponding to our section 3 (Gammelsrød et al., 2009). We propose two
explanations for the lack of bAW in 1991. First, more mixing between bAW
and CBW in the Northeast Basin and/or in the WAT may have resulted in
BSBW with temperatures below 0 ◦C in the WAT, as observed further down-
stream in the St. Anna Trough in 2008. Secondly, and probably more impor-
tantly, lower temperature in both the bAW and the CBW in the Northeast
Basin would have inﬂuenced the water mass resulting from mixing between
the two. Fig. 15 shows that the bAW in the northeastern Barents Sea in
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1991 and 2008 would have diﬀerent characteristics when entering the Barents
Sea in the west. According to Midttun and Loeng (1987), this inﬂuences the
rate at which CBW is produced. However, annual variability in both atmo-
spheric and sea-ice conditions will inﬂuence the air-sea heat ﬂuxes and the
availability of freshwater from ice melt, modifying both the temperature and
salinity of the bAW en route to the WAT. A comparison of the net air-sea
heat ﬂuxes in the Barents Sea (obtained from the ERA Interim data set, see
http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-interim) the preceding year
in 2007-2008 and 1990-1991, respectively (Fig. 16), shows substantial diﬀer-
ences in the cooling pattern between the two years. In 2007-2008, by far the
largest heat loss to the atmosphere took place in the southwestern quartile.
This spatial pattern is in agreement with other studies of climatological heat
loss in the Barents Sea (Smedsrud et al., 2010); (A˚rthun and Schrum, 2010).
In 1990-1991, however, the largest heat loss took place in the northeastern
quartile. A time series of the net heat ﬂuxes averaged over the entire Bar-
ents Sea (not shown) reveals a diﬀerence between 1990/91 and 2007/08 in
the months October through January only. This suggests that the bAW was
subject to an anomalous cooling during the winter prior to the observations
in 1991. According to the climatology for the period 1990-2008 (not shown),
the 1991 spatial pattern was anomalous, while 2008 was similar to the cli-
matology, although the cooling was somewhat skewed towards southwest in
2008. This may also explain the apparently weak winter convection in the
northeastern Barents Sea in 2007/08.
To further investigate the diﬀerence between 1991 and 2008, the atmo-
spheric conditions and sea-ice distribution the preceding winter are examined.
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Here, we use the months where the time series of net heat ﬂuxes showed a
diﬀerence between the two years, October through January. The wind is
important for the opening of lee-polynyas, and thus enhance the heat loss
from the ocean to the atmosphere and also the production of sea-ice (see e.g.
Morales Maqueda et al. (2004)). Fig. 17 shows a diﬀerence in the dominat-
ing wind direction in the Novaya Zemlya Bank area in the winter 1990/91
and the winter 2007/08. The oﬀshore, southeasterly winds in 1990/91 favor
polynya activity on the Novaya Zemlya Bank, while the alongshore, south-
westerly winds in 2007/08 are less favorable for polynya activity. However,
according to Fig. 16, the anomalous heat loss to the atmosphere in 1991 took
place within the ice-free part of the eastern Barents Sea. Investigation of ice
distribution (not shown), reveals less ice in the WAT, the Northeast Basin
and over the Novaya Zemlya Bank in 2007/08 compared to 1990/91. This
points to another mechanism than polynya activity explaining the anomalous
cooling: the easterly winds in 1991 advected cold air masses from the east
into the northeastern Barents Sea, while the southwesterly winds in winter
2007/08 brought warm and moist air from the Norwegian Sea into the north-
eastern Barents Sea, reducing the heat loss to the atmosphere in the winter
2007/08 compared to 1990/91. We are, however, aware that the conclusion
of this investigation is weakened by both the spatial (1.5 times 1.5 degrees
in longitude and latitude) and temporal (monthly averages) resolution of the
data.
As the FSBW and BSBW meet again in the northern Kara Sea, both
have undergone modiﬁcations which have resulted in diﬀerent characteris-
tics. According to Dmitrenko et al. (2009), the FSBW core typically has
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a σΘ of 27.92. Although the rAW is modiﬁed in the St. Anna Trough and
becomes colder and less saline due to mixing with surrounding water masses,
the potential density is maintained, indicating isopycnal mixing. The BSBW
is a product of both CBW, bAW, and rAW, and changes in the charac-
teristics of these water masses may alter the characteristics of the BSBW
further downstream. As discussed above, the characteristics of the bAW
and the availability and characteristics of CBW in the northeastern Barents
Sea varies from year to year. The BSBW is reported to be colder and less
saline than the FSBW when it enters the Nansen Basin (e.g. Dmitrenko et
al. (2009)). Although less saline, the lower potential temperature gives the
BSBW a higher potential density than the FSBW, with a typical σΘ of 27.97
(Dmitrenko et al., 2009). However, Dmitrenko et al. (2009) also reported
an increase in σΘ from 27.98 in 2005 to 28.02 in 2006, resulting from both
a decrease in temperature (0.41 ◦C colder) and an increase in salinity (0.04
more saline). As seen in Fig. 15, the salinity of the inﬂowing Atlantic Water
in the western Barents Sea peaked in 2006. In lack of any reliable estimates
of advection time through the Barents Sea, we claculate an advection time of
∼1 year based on a distance of ∼1500 km between the western entrance to
the Barents Sea and the Northeast Basin (assuming that the AW is advected
via the Central Basin) and assuming an advection speed of 5 cms−1. This
implies that the salinity in the western Barents Sea inﬂuences the water mass
properties of the bAW entering the WAT a year later. Advection from the
WAT to the Nansen Basin require a further increase in advection time.
In the Nansen Basin, the BSBW is deﬁned by an intermediate tem-
perature and salinity minimum, and is easily identiﬁable in the Θ-S space
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(Schauer et al., 2002b); (Dmitrenko et al., 2009). This characteristic Θ-S
signature is also seen in the St. Anna Trough at 79◦N and 81◦N (not shown),
and corresponds well to the BSBW core characteristics and potential density
presented by Dmitrenko et al. (2009). However, the BSBW deﬁned by a
temperature and salinity minimum represents only the intermediate layer in
the St. Anna Trough. In section B, the signature of the bAW, seen as a deep
temperature maximum, is observed below the BSBW core (Fig. 4). Below
the bAW, the bottom layer in the deep central parts of the St. Anna Trough
is occupied by a water mass with constant salinity and temperature decreas-
ing with depth, with similar characteristics as the CBW observed north of
Novaya Zemlya (Fig. 14). Within the WAT, the mean σΘ of the bAW is
28.06 (Table 2), which is substantially higher than the typical potential den-
sity of the BSBW (27.97). Thus, the bAW is not only contributing to the
maintenance of the water mass identiﬁed as the BSBW in the Nansen Basin,
but it also contributes to water masses below the BSBW core.
The bottom layer observed in the St. Anna Trough in 2008 has a slightly
higher potential density than reported in other recent work. The maximum
σΘ of 28.09 observed in section C is higher than the maximum σΘ of 28.05
observed in the St. Anna Trough in 1996 (Schauer et al., 2002a) and as high as
observed in 1965 (Hanzlick and Aagaard, 1980), although no evidence of high-
salinity bottom water formed by sea-ice freezing in the northeastern Barents
Sea is found. It is well documented that the NwAC follows the multidecadal
oscillation of temperature in the North Atlantic (Sutton and Hodson, 2005).
The temperature variability in the Barents Sea is also closely linked to this
oscillation (Skagseth et al., 2008); (Levitus et al., 2009), as observed in the
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Kola section (Tereshchenko, 1997), with the last decade being well inside
a warm phase (Fig. 18). In a warmer climate with less ice freezing in the
Barents Sea, one expects less production of CBW. However, our observations
indicate that less high salinity CBW in the mixing process producing BSBW
can be compensated by increased salinity of the inﬂowing AW in the western
Barents Sea and reduced fresh water input from ice melt, resulting in an
increase in the salinity of the bAW. As observed in this dataset, this can
produce water masses that, according to Fig. 6 in Rudels et al. (2000), is
dense enough to sink down to at least 2000 m depth in the Arctic Ocean and
thereby ventilate the deep water masses.
5. Summary and conclusions
Data from a total of 142 CTD-casts covering the northeastern Barents
Sea and the St. Anna Trough are analyzed and presented. Two modes of
Atlantic Water with Θ > 0 ◦C are observed in the area between Novaya
Zemlya and Franz Josef Land. One mode consists of AW originating from
the FSBW ﬂowing eastward along the continental slope in the Arctic Ocean.
This water mass, with a potential temperature well above 0 ◦C, enters the
St. Anna Trough and circulates at intermediate depth within the trough.
A fraction of this water mass is observed in the western St. Anna Trough
between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Josef Land, where it mixes with CBW
ﬂowing eastwards from the Barents Sea. The other mode consists of AW
that is modiﬁed during its advection through the Barents Sea. Contrary to
earlier reports, the bAW has Θ > 0 ◦C when it exits the Barents Sea. On its
way toward the Arctic Ocean, the bAW mixes with CBW and forms what
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is commonly termed BSBW, which has been observed downstream in the
Nansen Basin.
There are three important factors determining the properties of the end
product (BSBW): i) the initial water mass characteristics of the Atlantic
Water entering the Barents Sea in the west; ii) the processes that modify the
Atlantic Water on its way towards the Arctic Ocean; and iii) the water mass
properties and availability of cold and saline water masses resulting from
winter convection in the northeastern Barents Sea. Assessing the relative
importance of these factors calls for further investigation. Thus, there is
a need for more observations to study interannual variability of bAW and
CBW, and to better understand the processes by which BSBW is formed in
the St. Anna Trough. However, the data we have presented indicate that
anomalies in two of the factors can compensate for an anomaly of opposite
sign in the third factor. Therefore, the BSBW produced during a warm phase
in the Barents Sea, may still be dense enough to ventilate the deep parts of
the Arctic Ocean.
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Table 1: Water mass deﬁnitions and abbreviations used in the text.
Abbr. Water mass Θ (◦C) Salinity
SW Surface Water T > −1 S < 34.3
ARW Arctic Water T < −1 34.3 < S < 34.7
AW Atlantic Water T > 0 S > 34.75
bAW Barents Atlantic derived Water T > 0 S > 34.9
rAW Recirculating Atlantic Water 0.5 < T < 1.5 34.75 < S < 34.9
CBW Cold Bottom Water T < 0 S > 34.75
Abbr. Full name Description
BSBW Barents Sea Branch Water Barents Sea branch of the
Atlantic layer in the Arctic Ocean
FSBW Fram Strait Branch Water Fram Strait branch of the
Atlantic layer in the Arctic Ocean
NwAC Norwegian Atlantic Current
WAT Western St. Anna Trough Western branch of St. Anna Trough
between Novaya Zemlya and
Franz Josef Land
NZCC Novaya Zemlya Coastal Current
WSC West Spitsbergen Current
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Table 2: Core water mass characteristics in the northeastern Barents Sea. The ± denotes
one standard deviation
Water mass Θ (◦C) Salinity σΘ
bAW 0.40± 0.26 34.97± 0.02 28.06± 0.02
rAW 0.85± 0.21 34.82± 0.03 27.91± 0.02
CBW
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Figure 1: Bathymetric map of the Barents and Kara Seas. The marked box shows area of
study (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Bathymetric map showing the positions of the CTD-stations from the R/V
“Professor Boyko” (stars) and “Obva” (dots). Sections discussed in the text are shown by
thick, grey lines.
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Figure 3: Θ -S diagram of all stations taken by R/V “Professor Boyko” 2008: rAW: Re-
circulating Atlantic Water; bAW: Barents Atlantic derived Water; CBW: Cold Bottom
Water. See Table 1 for water mass deﬁnitions.
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Figure 4: Θ -S diagrams for sections A, 3, and B, showing the origin and modiﬁcation
of recirculating Atlantic Water (rAW), Barents Atlantic derived Water (bAW) and Cold
Bottom Water (CBW). See Table 1 for water mass deﬁnitions.
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Figure 5: Vertical sections of potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) in section
1 (left), section 3 (middle), and section 5 (right). (South/Novaya Zemlya towards right.)
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Figure 6: Idealized water masses in the northeastern Barents Sea: Fram Strait Branch
Water (FSBW) as observed in northwestern St. Anna Trough; recirculated Atlantic Water
(rAW); Barents Atlantic derived Water (bAW); Cold Bottom Water (CBW) as observed
at 55E; Arctic Water (ARW). Note that rAW and bAW are represented by their mean
characteristics, while CBW and ARW are represented by their characteristics at their
respective temperature minima. Broken lines indicate mixing lines.
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Figure 7: Vertical sections of potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) in section
B. (East towards right)
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Figure 8: Geostrophic velocities (cms−1 ) through section 3 in 2008. Zero velocity is
assumed at the surface. (South/Novaya Zemlya towards right)
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Figure 9: Θ -S diagram for stations 9 to 13 in section 1. Stars show stations with recircu-
lated AW (stations 10-12) and triangles show stations with Barents derived AW (stations
9 and 13). Red stars show stations positions.
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Figure 10: Potential temperature at station 3, in the section along 55E. Red star shows
station position.
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Figure 11: Vertical sections of potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) in section
A. (South towards right.)
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Figure 12: Vertical proﬁles of potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) at station
6 (section 1; solid, red line) and station 30 (section 2; broken, blue line). Stars show station
positions.
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Figure 13: Vertical proﬁle of potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) at station
50 (section 3). Red star shows station position.
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Figure 14: Θ -S diagram at stations 37 in the Boyko-dataset (blue; north of Novaya Zemlya)
and 27 in the Obva-dataset (red; central St. Anna Trough). Stars show station positions.
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Figure 15: Average temperature (top) and salinity (bottom) between 50 and 200 meter
from 71 30’N to 73 30’N in at the western entrance to the Barents Sea. Thick lines show
yearly averages.
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Figure 16: Average air-sea heatﬂuxes (Wm−2 ) in the Barents Sea (20◦E - 55◦E; 71◦N -
78◦N) in the period October 2007 - September 2008 (top) and October 1990 - September
1991 (bottom). From ERA Interim.
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Figure 17: Mean sea level pressure and winds in the Barents Sea in the period October
2007 - January 2008 (top) and October 1990 - January 1991 (bottom). From ERA Interim.
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Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) index (lower graph). From Skagseth et al., 2008
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Abstract
The Barents Sea Polar Front is a dominating feature in the western Bar-
ents Sea. It forms the transition zone between the relatively warm and salty
Atlantic Water in the south and the cold and fresh Arctic Water in the north.
Here, we utilize an eddy-resolving numerical ocean model to investigate the
structure and seasonal variability of the Barents Sea Polar Front. Obser-
vations of hydrography and sea-ice concentration are used to evaluate the
model results. Two areas are investigated: Svalbardbanken (Svalbard Bank)
and Storbanken (Great Bank). We ﬁnd that the model does a good job in
representing the front with respect to structure and position, but the model
seems to lack some sub-mesoscale processes that may be important for the
upslope advection of Atlantic Water in the frontal area. Two diﬀerent factors
dominate when the seasonal stratiﬁcation develops on Svalbardbanken and
Storbanken, respectively: On Svalbardbanken slope, we ﬁnd that heating at
the surface dominates, while at Storbanken freshwater from sea-ice melt con-
tributes the most to stratify the water column. The model results suggest a
mechanism where downslope advection of dense bottom water stratiﬁes the
water column and thereby makes the physical conditions favorable for pri-
∗Corresponding author
Email address: vidar.lien@imr.no (Vidar S. Lien)
Preprint submitted to Continental Shelf Research July 1, 2010
mary production. Due to this mechanism, the local spring-bloom can start
up to one month earlier.
Key words: Polar Front, Barents Sea, Numerical model
1. Introduction
The Barents Sea Polar Front (BSPF) is a prominent feature in the Bar-
ents Sea, and separates the relatively warm and saline Atlantic Water (AW)
in the south from the cold and fresher Polar Water (PW) in the north (Lo-
eng, 1991). In the western region it is topographically steered (Johannessen
and Foster, 1978), following Svalbardbanken (the Svalbard Bank) slope, east
along the southern slope of Storbanken (the Great Bank), and southward
along Sentralbanken (the Central Bank) (see Fig. 1). The BSPF is an area
of complex interactions between diﬀerent water masses, sea-ice, topography,
and tidal mixing (Loeng, 1991); (Kowalik and Proshutinsky, 1995); (Sund-
fjord et al., 2007).
In a spring-bloom ecosystem like the Barents Sea, the seasonal stratiﬁca-
tion determines the timing of the onset of the algal bloom (Sakshaug et al.,
2009). Two processes contribute to stratiﬁcation in the marginal ice zone
(MIZ) by reducing the density of the surface mixed layer: i) Freshwater in-
put from sea-ice melt reduces the salinity, and ii) solar insolation increases
the temperature in the surface mixed layer (Loeng, 1991). Sverdrup (1953)
explained how the mixed layer depth (MLD) needed to be above a certain
critical depth before a net primary production could start. The MLD is there-
fore an important indicator of whether the physical conditions are favorable
for primary production.
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The BSPF forms the transition zone between the ecosystems in the warm
and cold parts of the Barents Sea (Loeng, 1991). During winter, cooling and
salinization through ice freezing and brine rejection at the surface and strong
wind induced mixing homogenize the water column. Thus, nutrients from
the deeper layers are brought to the surface through mixing (Sakshaug et
al., 2009). During spring, sea-ice melt adds freshwater at the surface, which
stabilizes the water column and creates a thin mixed layer. This gives rise
to an intense algal bloom that follows the retreating ice cover northwards
(Sakshaug and Skjoldal, 1989).
Earlier studies of the physics and biology in the MIZ in general and the
BSPF in particular include the extensive surveys during the 1980s (Sakshaug
et al., 1991) and surveys focusing on the physics of the BSPF during the 1990s
(Parsons et al., 1996); (Harris et al., 1998). Due to severe ice conditions, the
BSPF region is sparsely sampled during winter. This has motivated several
model studies of the area, including the early studies by Støle-Hansen and
Slagstad (1991); A˚dlandsvik and Hansen (1998), in addition to more recent
studies, e.g. Sundfjord et al. (2008).
The dynamical processes associated with oceanic fronts were identiﬁed
as an important gap in our knowledge within Arctic regions (ACIA, 2005;
Arctic Climate Impact Assessment). The BSPF is an important feeding area
for ﬁsh, in particular capelin (Mallotus villosus), and shifts in distribution
appear linked to changes in frontal position.
In order to study the seasonal variation of the BSPF, a high-resolution
numerical ocean model is set up for the Hopendjupet (Hopen Trench) area
(see Fig. 1). The model domain includes Svalbardbanken, Hopendjupet
3
and Storbanken. The model has a horizontal resolution of 800 m, which is
suﬃcient to resolve most of the mesoscale dynamics in the western Barents
Sea. In order to resolve the strong seasonal pycnocline the vertical resolution
is enhanced towards the surface.
A brief description of the observational data set, followed by a description
of the model set-up, is given in section 2. An evaluation where the model
results are compared with observations is performed in section 3. Results are
presented in section 4, and a discussion is carried out in section 5. Finally,
some concluding remarks are given in section 6
2. Data and Methods
2.1. Observational data
CTD-measurements (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) from two cruises
are used in the evaluation and the discussion of the model results. A total of
137 CTD-stations were taken from 31st of July to 17th of August, 2007, and a
total of 138 CTD-stations were taken from 28th of April to 16th of May, 2008,
as part of the IPY project NESSAR (Norwegian component of the Ecosystem
Studies of SubArctic and Arctic Regions). During both cruises, the sampling
were concentrated along two sections; one section across the Svalbardbanken
slope and one section across the Storbanken slope (see Fig. 1 for position of
sections). Satellite-derived (AMSR-E) daily snapshots used to evaluate the
sea-ice distribution in the model are obtained from the University of Bremen
(http://iup.physik.uni-bremen.de:8084/amsredata/asi daygrid swath/l1a/).
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2.2. Mixed Layer Depth and Critical Depth
There are several ways of estimating the MLD (see e.g. Thomson and
Fine (2003)). In this study, we apply the threshold method (Peters et al.,
1989), where the MLD is deﬁned as the depth z at which the potential density
diﬀerence ΔσΘ(z ) = σΘ(z ) − σΘ(z0 ) between the surface z0 and the depth
z exceeds a speciﬁed threshold value. A critical point in this method is to
choose an appropriate ΔσΘ , as the calculated MLD may be sensitive to the
choice of threshold. Thomson and Fine (2003) argue that although ΔσΘ
= 0.01 kg m−3 has emerged as the standard, it is probably too narrow for
biological applications. We therefore include the values ΔσΘ = 0.03 kg m
−3
and ΔσΘ = 0.1 kg m
−3 to investigate the sensitivity of the choices of ΔσΘ
on the estimated MLD.
The critical depth is estimated by an algorithm used in the primary pro-
duction model NORWECOM, described in Skogen et al. (1995) and Skogen
and Søiland (1998).
2.3. Model description
In this study, we use the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), cou-
pled with a sea-ice model. ROMS is a three-dimensional baroclinic ocean gen-
eral circulation model (OGCM) that uses normalized, topography-following
sigma-coordinates in the vertical; see Shchepetkin and McWilliams (2005);
Haidvogel et al. (2008) for a more detailed description of the model system.
Vertical stretching that allows for enhanced resolution in the surface and
bottom boundary layers is applied to the vertical coordinate. We have ap-
plied 40 sigma levels in the vertical, while the horizontal resolution is 800 by
800 m. Daily averages from a regional model with a horizontal resolution of
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4 km, which covers the Nordic, Barents and Kara Seas, are used as forcing
at the open boundaries. A nudging and radiation scheme is used for three
dimensional momentum and advection of tracers through the open bound-
aries, as described in Marchesiello et al. (2001). A rather strong relaxation (3
days) towards the regional model is applied on incoming information, while
a weaker relaxation (360 days) is applied to outgoing information. Tides
are included, with free surface heights and velocities from eight tidal con-
stituents from the Arctic Ocean Tidal Inverse Model (AOTIM; Padman and
Erofeeva (2004)). Flather (1976) and Chapman (1985) open boundary con-
ditions were used for barotropic normal velocity components and free sur-
face, respectively, and the tides were added to the barotropic velocities and
sea surface height at the open boundaries. The ERA Interim data set (see
http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/era-interim) from the European
Center for Medium range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) is applied as at-
mospheric forcing, providing 6-hourly atmospheric data at a resolution of 79
by 79 km.
Generic length scale (GLS) scheme (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003) is used
for sub-gridscale mixing, with the two-equation k-kl model parameters, which
is a modiﬁed form of the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 closure (Mellor and Yamada,
1982). The GLS k-kl scheme has been evaluated against 3 other mixing
closures (Warner et al., 2005a) and was found to produce good results in
coastal applications where tidal mixing is important (Warner and Geyer,
2005b). A dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice module is coupled to the ocean
model, as described in Budgell (2005).
Thirteen locations coinciding with observation stations (Table 1 and Fig.
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1) were selected where modeled station proﬁles were stored every 15 minutes.
This enables a high time resolution for process studies in the frontal area.
Some challenges in this model experiment need to be adressed. The
results from the small model domain with its four open boundaries will largely
depend on the boundary forcing and the open boundary conditions applied.
We therefore need some evaluation of the regional model used as boundary
forcing and initialization. This evaluation is presented in section 3. Further,
the northern Barents Sea has a seasonal ice cover, which generates a seasonal
surface layer largely determined by ice-melt water. Together with seasonal
heating of the surface water, this creates a strong pycnocline. A very high
vertical resolution is needed in order to resolve the strong pycnocline in this
area, which nearly forms a two-layer system in the summer season. Therefore,
we have packed the vertical layers densely to increase the vertical resolution
towards the surface.
High spatial resolution allows high resolution in topography, and hence
local topographic eﬀects. The resolution also determines whether eddies are
resolved in the model grid. Based on the CTD-measurements, the internal
Rossby-radius was estimated to be in the range 1-2 km. Thus, mesoscale
dynamics are allowed to develop in the model, and it will be resolved to
some degree (by a few gridcells). However, although both the mesoscale dy-
namics and eﬀects from topography are fairly well represented in the model,
the atmospheric forcing has a coarse resolution (79 by 79 km). This repre-
sents a limitation in high-resolution model studies. Regionally downscaled
atmospheric forcing is needed in order to overcome this limitation, but that
is beyond the scope of this study.
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3. Model evaluation
A proper model evaluation is imperative in order to assess the validity
of the model results. In our application, it is also important to evaluate the
boundary forcing and the initial state, as mentioned above.
3.1. Evaluation of the regional 4 km model
The modeled hydrographic structure at the Barents Sea Opening (BSO;
see Fig. 1 for position) corresponds well with the climatological mean based
on hydrographic measurements (Kangas et al., 2006; not shown). Indices of
temperature and salinity at the BSO are calculated by integrating over the
50 to 200 m depth range from 71◦30’N to 73◦30’N, in which the bulk of the
Atlantic inﬂow to the Barents Sea is located. A comparison between the
indices from the observations and from the model reveals that the model is
biased low in both temperature (-0.36 ◦C) and salinity (-0.15) for the period
2006 to 2008. We are aware of a few weaknesses with this comparison. The
section is sampled six times a year, which gives a good representation of the
seasonal cycle. However, while the observations represent nearly synoptic
snapshots within a given month, the model data are monthly averages. This
potentially gives rise to some bias, as the temperature and salinity may vary
within a single month. This problem is particularly large due to the short
simulation period (three years). In addition, the spatial variability of the
modeled Atlantic inﬂow may diﬀer from reality. This potentially gives rise
to biases between observations and model when using ﬁxed locations.
The North Cape Current (NCaC) carrying AW into the Barents Sea,
bifurcates in Bjørnøyrenna (Bear Island Trough), and one part ﬂows into
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Hopendjupet (Ingvaldsen, 2005). Thus, a bias in the properties of the At-
lantic Water in the regional model is likely to occur also in the high-resolution
model. Few hydrographic data exist from the northern parts of the Barents
Sea, and therefore an evaluation of the regional model at the northern bound-
ary of the high-resolution model is diﬃcult.
Modeled ice concentration is in good agreement with observations with
respect to both ice edge (deﬁned by 15% ice concentration) and concentration
(not shown), although the model tends to have more ice, especially on Sval-
bardbanken, and the ice edge is a bit further south compared to observations
for most of the Hopendjupet area.
3.2. Evaluation of the high-resolution model
Sea-ice plays an important role in the hydrography on the cold side of
the BSPF, as freezing of sea-ice adds salt to the water column, while melt-
ing sea-ice adds freshwater to the upper mixed layer. Thus, for the water
masses to be correct, it is important that the model is able to reproduce both
the seasonal ice zone (SIZ) and the amount of ice in the ice-covered regions.
We evaluate the modeled sea-ice distribution by comparing 10-day averages
of modeled concentration of sea-ice with 10-day averages of satellite-derived
sea-ice concentrations. The position of the modeled ice edge in spring gen-
erally agrees very well with observations (Fig. 2). However, the modeled ice
concentration is generally too low on Storbanken and also to some degree on
Svalbardbanken (not shown). The modeled retreat of the ice edge through
the melt season is in agreement with observations (not shown).
A comparison between modeled and observed hydrography at the model
stations is carried out in Table 2. The results of the comparison need to
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be interpreted with caution, as the stations are located in the frontal area,
where spatial and temporal gradients are expected to be large. The obser-
vations consist of a various number of CTD-proﬁles (ranging from one to
eight), usually spanning one to a few days in time. To account for temporal
variability, 15 modeled daily averages (centered at the day(s) of the obser-
vation(s) ±7 days) are averaged into one vertical proﬁle. Average vertical
proﬁles at stations 2, 8, and 13 are shown in Fig. 3. Spatial variability is not
represented, except that the model stations represent 800 by 800 m squares.
Also, the observations represent snapshots, while the model stations repre-
sent daily averages, hence tidal eﬀects are removed in the modeled data. Root
mean square error (RMSE) and bias of the modeled average vertical proﬁle
compared to the average observed vertical proﬁle are computed, along with a
correlation coeﬃcient between the two vertical proﬁles. Both RMSE and bias
are shown, in order to include the sign of the deviation as well as revealing
a possible cancellation eﬀect when the bias has opposite sign in the higher
and lower parts of the water column (see e.g. Fig. 3; upper right). The cor-
relation coeﬃcient shows whether the modeled vertical structure agrees with
observed vertical structure. R is chosen over R2 in order to reveal the sign
of the correlation, since a negative correlation may be considered as wrong
as no correlation.
On the Atlantic side of the BSPF, the bias in salinity is close to the
bias calculated at the BSO in the regional model, while the bias is lower
at Svalbardbanken. There is also a generally good agreement in the vertical
haline structure. The largest diﬀerence in temperature is found in the frontal
area at the Svalbardbanken slope, where the model is colder than observed.
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In this area we also ﬁnd a large disagreement in vertical thermal structure,
mainly owing to the lack of intrusion of AW in deeper layers in the model.
The low biases in temperature at Storbanken (stations 11 to 13) is due to a
cancelling eﬀect from too high modeled temperatures near the surface and
too low modeled temperatures near the bottom (Fig. 3; top right). The
latter is due to lack of advection of AW onto the bank.
An observational based hydrographic atlas for the Barents Sea has been
compiled at IMR (Sigrid Lind Johansen, pers.comm.). The data coverage is
best in the arctic summer season (August-September-October). The temper-
ature atlas is available in an equal-area grid with resolution 25 km.
The model results at 50 meters depth has been averaged to the same
period and interpolated to the same equal-area grid for quantitative compar-
ison. The comparison is done by computing the bias, the root mean square
diﬀerence, the correlation coeﬃcient, and a weighted bias deﬁned as
1
N
N∑ Fmod − Fobs
σobs
(1)
where N is the number of atlas grid cells with values in the atlas that year,
Fmod is the modeled value, Fobs the atlas value and σobs the standard deviation
in the atlas cell based on the years 1970–2008.
The results are summarized in table 3. The temperature has a small
negative bias. The larger RMS deviation indicate that there is some can-
celling of errors. The salinity is also biased low. The weighted bias shows
that this error is large, on the order of 1.5 to 2 standard deviations. The
correlation coeﬃcient is high both for salinity and temperature, indicating
that the spatial structure of the modeled and observed ﬁelds are similar. As
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the dominating spatial structure is the BSPF, this implies that the front is
reproduced in correct position by the model. More details can be found from
the T-S diagrams of the atlas data and model results in Fig. 4. As the dia-
grams are similar only 2008 is shown. The ﬁgure identiﬁes the Atlantic water
mass as the area with largest salt deﬁciency in the model. For temperature,
the values are sligthly too low in the Atlantic water and too high in the Artic
water, contributing to the cancellation in the bias.
4. Results
4.1. Structure of the Polar Front
The position of the modeled BSPF is determined by a topographically
steered warm core jet (WCJ), carrying AW along Svalbardbanken with the
shallow water on its left side (retrograde; Li and McClimans (1998)). This
current has been observed by direct current measurements (Loeng and Sætre,
1997), as well as in both numerical studies (Li and McClimans, 1998); (A˚dlandsvik
and Hansen, 1998) and laboratory experiments (McClimans and Nilsen, 1993).
In our model study, the WCJ is seen as a swift and narrow, approximately 25
km wide current, located between the 200 and 300 m isobaths (Fig. 5; top).
A calculation of mean kinetic energy showed that the WCJ is a dominating
and persistent dynamic feature in Hopendjupet (not shown).
East of Hopen, the WCJ turns east towards Storbanken, follows the 200
m isobath and ﬂows between Storbanken and Sentralbanken towards the
eastern parts of the Barents Sea. Using the net volume transport through
the section shown in Fig. 5 to represent the strength of the WCJ, reveals a
large variability on a monthly timescale (Fig. 6). The ﬂow is strongest in
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winter (February/March) and weakens during spring and summer, consistent
with the seasonal pattern found at the BSO (Ingvaldsen et al., 2004). In
2007, a secondary maximum was found in the autumn (September/October),
while in 2008, September and October represented a minimum with a net
southeastward ﬂow. This is also clearly seen in Fig. 5. Also evident is
a current ﬂowing southwestward, located downslope of the WCJ, and with
the core located between the 300 and 400 m isobath. In October 2008, the
WCJ was weak and pushed upslope, while the oppositely directed current
downslope was intensiﬁed.
Although the WCJ exhibits a large temporal variability, the spatial vari-
ability (upslope extent) is small (Fig. 5). This is also reﬂected in the small
changes in temperature between October 2007 and October 2008 (Fig. 7).
Hence, the position of the BSPF changes little, in agreement with the ﬁnd-
ings of Johannessen and Foster (1978); Parsons et al. (1996). The modeled
position of the BSPF at 50 m in May 2008 is shown in Fig. 8. The front is in-
dicated as regions with strong gradient in temperature and salinity. The salt
and temperature gradients give very similar position of the front, with more
noise in the temperature along the south ﬂank of Svalbardbanken. There is
some indication of a front in temperature southwest of Sentralbanken, which
is not visible in salinity. This may depend on the choice of contour levels. The
front around Hopendjupet and towards Storbanken is particularly strong in
both ﬁelds. In this area in May the front is well approximated by the 1 degree
isoterm or the 34.8 isohaline (ﬁg. 8). In the Hopendjupet/Storbanken area
the front is strong all year round and the position quite ﬁxed (not shown).
Towards Svalbardbanken and in particular Sentralbanken the strength and
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position of the front is more variable.
The BSPF is both thermal and haline (temperature shown in Fig. 9),
but the two compensate, hence there is only a weak density gradient across
the front (Fig. 10). During winter, wind mixing and thermal and haline
convection homogenize the water column, and the BSPF extends from the
bottom to the surface. When the melt season starts, usually in May, fresh-
water from sea-ice melt creates a sharp halocline. During this process, the
upper pycnocline is de-coupled from the deeper part, which remains locked
to the topography. Depending on the position of the ice edge, the fresh sur-
face layer extends across the deeper BSPF and into Hopendjupet. This was
observed on Storbanken in May, 2008, and the model results show a simi-
lar pattern in salinity (not shown). However, contrary to the observations,
which show a thermal front coinciding with the haline front in Hopendjupet,
the upper part of the modeled thermal front was still coupled to the deeper
front in May, 2008.
During late spring and summer, the BSPF at Svalbardbanken develops
into a two-front system (Fig. 9). The PW at the bank is heated through
insolation and freshwater from sea-ice melt reduces the salinity. Tidal mix-
ing homogenize the water column at the bank, and the tidal front located
approximately at the 60 m isobath turns into both a thermal and a haline
front, referred to as the summer front, e.g. Loeng (1991). Opposite to the
front between AW and PW further downslope, the summer tidal front has
a strong density gradient between the warm and fresh summer PW and the
cold and more saline PW (Fig. 10). The PW trapped at the bottom between
the summer front at the bank and the BSPF further downslope is present
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throughout the year. This results in a minimum bottom temperature approx-
imately along the 100 m isobath on the Svalbardbanken slope in summer,
with a small temperature variability (∼2-3 ◦C through the year), compared
to the temperature variability at the top of the bank (∼6 ◦C through the
year).
On Storbanken, the observations show that a water mass of Atlantic ori-
gin, characterized by T > 1 ◦C and S > 34.9, occupies the bottom layer below
an intermediate layer of water with -1 ◦C < T < 0 ◦C. The cold intermediate
layer consists of so-called “winter-water”, which is a remnant of the thermal
and haline convection the previous winter. The higher temperatures at the
bottom indicate that the previous winter’s convection did not reach the bot-
tom. In the model, however, the “winter-water” extends all the way to the
bottom. The surface layer above Storbanken is relatively fresh, and even the
brine enriched bottom water has a salinity and also a potential density which
is lower than the AW at the bottom of Hopendjupet. Therefore, severe ice
freezing is needed for the winter convection to penetrate the stratiﬁcation
between the intermediate PW and the deep AW (Loeng, 1991).
4.2. Bio-physical dynamics
The Svalbardbanken section spans three diﬀerent regimes. On the top
of the bank (station 1), tidal mixing keep the water column well mixed and
prevents stratiﬁcation from developing. However, the bank is shallow enough
for the critical depth to eventually reach the bottom, and hence sustain
primary production. Station 10 is located close to the BSPF at the edge of
the SIZ. At this station, the seasonal stratiﬁcation is dominated by seasonal
heating at the surface, although some advection of freshwater across the front
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has been observed (Harris et al., 1998). Stations 2 to 9 are located within
the SIZ and are deep enough for stratiﬁcation to develop.
The model results indicate that heating at the surface is the dominat-
ing process when the stratiﬁcation on the Svalbardbanken slope develops,
while freshwater from sea-ice melt plays a less important role (Fig. 11; top).
On the contrary, freshwater from sea-ice melt is dominating over heating at
Storbanken early in the summer (Fig. 11; bottom). The stratiﬁcation erodes
gradually throughout the summer due to wind mixing (Loeng, 1991), as seen
in Fig. 12; top. The sea-ice melt starts earlier than the heating of the sur-
face layer (Loeng, 1991), hence the spring-bloom starts earlier on the Arctic
side of the BSPF compared to the Atlantic side. This is seen in Fig. 12,
where the MLD decreases earlier at station 11 (Storbanken slope) compared
to station 10 (Svalbardbanken slope) in 2008. Although station 11 is located
farther into Hopendjupet (260 m depth) than station 10 (215 m depth), melt
water caused stratiﬁcation at station 11 already in late April, because the
ice edge extended out on the Storbanken slope in 2008. The gradual retreat
of the sea-ice cover results in a later stratiﬁcation on Storbanken than on the
Storbanken slope. However, although the MLD was well above the critical
depth at Storbanken by late May, the modeled ice cover was in excess of 50%
until late June, which reduced the light available for algal growth.
Figure 12 (bottom) reveals large annual variability in MLD, which de-
pends on ice conditions. Opposite changes are seen at stations 11 (Stor-
banken slope) and 13 (top of Storbanken), with a markedly later stratiﬁca-
tion at station 11 and an earlier start of the stratiﬁcation at station 13 in
2007 compared to 2008. In 2007, there was less ice, hence station 11 was
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outside the SIZ, leaving surface heating as the dominating mechanism to
stratify the water column. At station 13, however, the earlier retreat of the
ice edge in 2007 caused the MLD to reach the critical depth approximately
a week earlier.
Large diﬀerences are also seen at Svalbardbanken, where there was a pro-
nounced change in the timing of conditions favorable for primary production
from 2007 to 2008. This was, however, only indirectly related to sea-ice, and
the model results point to a third mechanism to stratify the water column, at
least on a local scale. Most of the sea-ice on Svalbardbanken is formed dur-
ing the period February-April. This produces brine-enriched water masses on
the top of the bank. During April, this dense water ﬂows down the slopes of
the bank and creates a bottom layer with enhanced density, which stratiﬁes
the water column (Fig. 13; top). Such production of dense bottom water at
the southeastern slope of Svalbardbanken was also pointed out by Sarynina
(1969).
The advection of dense bottom water in 2008 is evident in Fig. 14, which
shows the density at the surface and bottom at station 7 in both 2007 (top)
and 2008 (bottom). A pulse of dense water cascading down the slope is seen
as a sudden increase in density at the bottom in late April. The stratiﬁ-
cation due to the bottom water, here represented by the density diﬀerence
between the surface and the bottom, persists until the seasonal heating re-
duces the density at the surface. To investigate whether this stratiﬁcation
is suﬃcient for the onset of an algal bloom, we compare the modeled and
observed MLD and the estimated critical depth at station 7 (Fig. 15). From
this comparison, we draw the following two conclusions: Firstly, there is
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a good agreement between modeled and observed MLD in mid-May, while
there is less agreement in late April (Fig. 15). Secondly, the comparison
shows that the stratiﬁcation due to the advection of dense bottom water is
suﬃcient to raise the MLD above the critical depth, and thereby making the
physical conditions favorable for primary production. This is supported by
the observation of primary production at station 7 in the ﬁrst half of May,
2008 (Kenneth F. Drinkwater, pers.comm). The comparison shows similar
results at station 8, while the agreement between model and observations
decreases upwards on the slope (not shown).
5. Discussion
5.1. Model evaluation
A nested setup has been used to model the Hopendjupet area in the
Barents Sea with eddy-resolving resolution. The model setup is validated
against available hydrographic and sea-ice data. The regional 4 km model is
biased cold and fresh at the BSO. The high resolution model is also biased
low in salinity and to a less degree temperature. As the problems are most
pronounced in the inﬂowing AW the problem may be inherited from the
regional model at the open boundaries. The horizontal frontal structures are
well represented by the model. This may be a result of the strong topographic
control on the front location, both in model and in nature. The position of the
ice edge also agrees with observations. The model also reproduces the vertical
salinity structure quite well, but there is problems with the temperature
stratiﬁcation on some stations at the ﬂank of Svalbardbanken. This is further
discussed below.
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The model reproduced the WCJ at the ﬂank of Svalbardbanken, as seen in
other studies (Loeng and Sætre, 1997); (Li and McClimans, 1998); (A˚dlandsvik
and Hansen, 1998). Based on our two years there seems to be a seasonality
in this current, with maximum ﬂow in February-March and a weakening in
spring and summer, with a net westward ﬂow in some months. This sup-
ports the observations of a southwestward ﬂow of AW along Svalbardbanken
(Gawarkiewicz and Plueddemann, 1995); (Parsons et al., 1996), which was
also supported by an idealized numerical model (Gawarkiewicz and Plued-
demann, 1995). The conclusions of Gawarkiewicz and Plueddemann (1995),
however, were based upon observations collected during summer, when the
WCJ is relatively weak compared to the return current (Fig. 6).
5.2. Unresolved processes
According to Table 2, the vertical structure of the hydrography at the
Svalbardbanken slope is poorly represented in the model. Several CTD-
stations indicate advection of AW onto the slope, which was also observed
by Parsons et al. (1996). They observed internal waves with amplitudes of
∼10 m, in addition to ﬁlaments of AW that were pinched oﬀ and dissipated
underneath the front. During the cruise in summer 2007, interleaving was
observed at the front. This was also reported by Parsons et al. (1996). These
processes, however, seem to be lacking in the model. Although there are 40
vertical layers in the model, the vertical resolution is several meters near the
bottom in the frontal area (∼200 m bottom depth). Thus, internal waves
with amplitudes of ∼10 m will be poorly represented in the model, hence the
upslope advection of AW will be lacking in the model if such processes are
important.
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At Storbanken, Reigstad et al. (2002) found that locally produced cold
and saline bottom water observed in March and May, 1998, was replaced by
more Atlantic inﬂuenced water masses by July 1999. Such Atlantic inﬂuenced
water masses were also observed in summer 2007, while due to heavy ice
conditions, measurements were made only half way up the Storbanken slope
in spring 2008. Therefore, we cannot conclude whether the AW was still
present in 2008. This water mass is not found in the model and we anticipate
that a lack of small scale processes may explain this discrepancy. Another
factor could be the model diﬀusion, which tends to smooth gradients in
temperature and salinity. Although the salinity is biased low in the modeled
AW, the salinity and hence the density in the upper layers above Storbanken
is in close agreements with observations (not shown). Thus, the density
diﬀerence between a bottom layer of AW and an upper layer of PW would
be less in the model and would therefore be more susceptible to vertical
mixing and could easily be broken down.
5.3. Stratiﬁcation and primary production
During the cruise in the ﬁrst half of May, 2008, a stratiﬁed water column
was observed (Fig. 13) along with primary production. The bloom appeared
to be relatively recently started, as it was located in the surface layer and in
the lowest salinity waters (Kenneth F. Drinkwater, pers.comm). Thus, Fig.
15 indicates that a MLD which is above the critical depth when deﬁned by
ΔσΘ = 0.03 kg m
−3 is suﬃcient to sustain an algal bloom. According to the
model, the onset of the bloom could then have occurred as early as the last
days of April (station 7; Fig. 15) and the ﬁrst days of May (station 8; not
shown). At station 7, isolines of density show that the stratiﬁcation is due
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to the advection of dense bottom water (not shown). This is less clear at
station 8 due to larger bottom depth (156 m compared to 104 m at station
7). We therefore conclude that, according to the model, advection of dense
bottom water down the Svalbardbanken slope may create a stratiﬁcation that
is suﬃcient to start an algal bloom in areas where the bottom depth is close
to 100 m or less.
The observational evidence for the production of high density water and
its sinking along the Svalbardbanken slope is weak (Fig. 13). The absence
of dense, brine-enriched bottom water in the observations could be due to
diﬀerences in the sea-ice distribution. In the model, there is a substantial
ice formation above the eastern part of Svalbardbanken during March and
April (e.g. at station 3, there is a net production of 2.10 m of ice during
this two-month period, compared to only 0.15 m at station 1). From the
modeled and observed ice edges shown in Fig. 2 (bottom), it cannot be
concluded that there is any diﬀerence in ice production between model and
observations. However, in February and March (not shown), there was less
ice on Svalbardbanken in the model, indicating a more severe ice production
on the eastern side of the bank in the model compared to the observations in
March and April. This conclusion is, however, not necessarily valid as long
as observations of ice thickness and therefore also ice volume are unavailable.
But regardless of the diﬀerence in ice distribution, the model results suggest
a mechanism that stratiﬁes the water column by advection of dense bottom
water down the slope of Svalbardbanken, and that this may lift the MLD
above the critical depth. Thus, it cannot be ruled out that following a winter
with severe ice conditions on Svalbardbanken, such a mechanism may trigger
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an earlier start of the primary production on the upper parts of the slope.
5.4. Sea-ice
Changes in sea-ice cover inﬂuence the stratiﬁcation in the BSPF region
through adding melt water at the surface and brine-enriched bottom water
at the slope of Svalbardbanken. According to Fig. 14, this can lead to
changes in the possible timing of the spring-bloom of up to one month at the
Svalbardbanken slope, with a later start in years with less ice. At Storbanken,
less ice leads to a later start of the spring-bloom at the slope, due to the
retreat of the SIZ. On the bank, however, less ice leads to an earlier start of
the melt season, and therefore conditions favorable for primary production
occur earlier, due to both stratiﬁcation caused by meltwater at the surface
and less severe ice cover which allows for more light to penetrate down into
the water column.
This is, however, a simpliﬁed picture purely based on some physical con-
siderations. The ice cover in the Barents Sea is highly variable on timescales
from days to decades, and the interannual to decadal variability may exceed
the seasonal variability (Vinje and Kvambekk, 1991). Observations have
shown that the simpliﬁed picture of a plankton bloom following the retreat
of the ice edge is not always present (Falk-Petersen et al., 2000), due to a
large variability in the physical conditions on a timescale of days and weeks.
According to the model, local ice production on Storbanken is negligi-
ble, and virtually all ice present on Storbanken is advected into the area,
mainly from the northeast. However, this is based on data from the stations
only, with the northeastermost station located in the southwestern part of
Storbanken (Fig. 1). Thus, there may still be some local production fur-
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ther to the north and east. Most of the sea-ice in the Barents Sea is locally
produced, although there is also a considerable, yet variable import of ice
mainly from the Kara Sea and also from the Arctic Ocean (Sakshaug et al.,
2009). Based on 3 drifting buoys, Vinje (1988) found that simultaneous drift
velocity could reach 0.2 ms−1, while the average drift was 0.06 ms−1 towards
southwest. A monthly average of modeled sea-ice drift (not shown), revealed
a mean drifting velocity in the range 0.05-0.1 ms−1 in the Storbanken area in
the high-resolution model, which is in good agreement with the ﬁndings of
Vinje (1988). Still, a lack of local ice production on Storbanken may explain
the discrepancy between the modeled and the observed ice concentration in
this area.
6. Concluding remarks
In this study we have shown that the BSPF is trapped to the topography
around Hopendjupet, and that it is determined by the WCJ ﬂowing along the
slope of Svalbardbanken and Storbanken. At the Svalbardbanken slope, bot-
tom water formation may inﬂuence the timing of the spring-bloom, with an
earlier start in years with large ice production on the bank. However, inclu-
sion of more data, like direct measurements of light, turbulence, and primary
production is needed in further investigations. More observations are needed
in order to resolve the issue of dense bottom water induced stratiﬁcation.
This calls for high-frequency sampling of vertical proﬁles of hydrography and
chlorophyll.
According to Ingvaldsen (2005), the position of the BSPF is dependent on
the width of the NCaC. In this study, only two consecutive years (both are
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considered “warm” years) are investigated, hence it is diﬃcult to conclude
how the WCJ is dependent on the width of the NCaC. A longer model
hindcast, combined with observations is needed in order to investigate this
relationship further.
Modeling sea-ice is still a challenge. Diﬀerent bulk-ﬂux algorithms are
used in the regional 4 km model and the high-resolution model. Discussing
the diﬀerences of these algorithms is beyond the scope of this work, but it
is worth to mention that the routine used in the high-resolution model is
designed for implementation in high-latitude simulations, compared to the
more general bulk-ﬂux algorithm applied in the regional model. We believe
that a close study of the diﬀerent parameterizations could be worthwhile.
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Station Latitude (N) Longitude (E)
1 76◦ 08 23◦ 36
2 76◦ 06 24◦ 00
3 76◦ 03 24◦ 18
4 76◦ 00 24◦ 42
5 75◦ 57 25◦ 06
6 75◦ 54 25◦ 21
7 75◦ 50 25◦ 45
8 75◦ 46 26◦ 18
9 75◦ 42 26◦ 42
10 75◦ 36 27◦ 06
11 76◦ 26 32◦ 09
12 76◦ 35 32◦ 51
13 76◦ 57 34◦ 24
Table 1: Model station positions (see Fig. 1).
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Temperature Salinity
Sta RMSE Bias R RMSE Bias R
1 0.49 0.49 0.14 0.01 0.01 -0.09
2 0.16 0.15 0.81 0.02 0.02 0.95
3 0.22 0.21 0.73 0.05 0.05 0.94
4 0.14 0.06 0.29 0.09 0.08 0.98
5 0.60 -0.53 -0.80 0.09 -0.05 0.93
6 0.86 -0.81 -0.26 0.09 -0.08 0.91
7* 1.25 -1.22 -0.90 0.18 -0.18 0.91
8 1.06 -0.99 -0.14 0.21 -0.20 0.97
9 1.23 -1.17 -0.80 0.27 -0.27 0.84
10 0.22 0.00 0.86 0.17 -0.17 0.73
11 0.70 0.18 0.97 0.20 -0.18 0.97
12 0.88 -0.31 0.96 0.21 -0.17 0.95
13 1.20 0.07 0.83 0.19 -0.12 0.94
Table 2: Statistics on model and observation stations. Observations are based on mean
proﬁles from ensambles of CTD-measurements. Model stations are based on 15-day means
based around the midpoint of the observations (±7 days). Stations 1 to 10 represent spring
conditions and stations 11 to 13 represent summer conditions. *16 day average used on
station 7, due to CTD-stations spanning 16 days.
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Season 2007 ASO 2008 ASO
Number of cells 556 556
T bias -0.05 -0.24
T weighted bias 0.09 -0.20
T RMSE 0.72 0.75
T correlation 0.95 0.95
S bias -0.13 -0.12
S weighted bias -1.89 -1.60
S RMSE 0.17 0.15
S correlation 0.94 0.92
Table 3: Statistics on model bias and RMSE from observations at 50 m depth.
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Figure 1: Bathymetric map of the western Barents Sea. Stipled rectangle shows model
domain. Shaded gray lines indicate position of vertical sections and black dots show station
positions. Black line labeled BSO show the Barents Sea Opening.
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2007 (top) and 2008 (bottom), based on observations (blue) and model (red).
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October 2008 at 50 m.
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Figure 12: Mixed layer depth at 4 selected model stations. 2008 conditions (top) and a
comparison between 2007 (broken lines) and 2008 (solid lines; bottom). (see Fig. 1 and
Table 1 for position of stations)
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Figure 13: Potential density in the Hopen-section (13th to 15th of May 2008). Top:
modeled average. Bottom: observations. (Note the diﬀerent length scale).
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left corner. Arrows indicate 10-day periods in which the conditions become favorable for
primary production and the start of the algal blooms can be expected (see also Fig. 15).
Thick, black bars show periods in which the station has ice cover in excess of 15%.
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Figure 15: Modeled mixed layer depth for three diﬀerent choices of ΔσΘ(z ) at model
station 7 (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 for station location). Stars show corresponding mixed
layer depths calculated from an average vertical proﬁle based on 1 CTD-measurement
(day 120) and 2 CTD-measurements (day 135) at the same location. Thick, broken line
represents the estimated critical depth.
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Abstract Global coupled climate models are generally
capable of reproducing the observed trends in the glob-
ally averaged atmospheric temperature. However, the
global models do not perform as well on regional scales.
Here, we present results from a 20-year, high-resolution
ocean model experiment for the Atlantic and Arctic
Oceans. The atmospheric forcing is taken from the ﬁnal
20 years of a twentieth-century control run with a cou-
pled atmosphere–ocean general circulation model. The
ocean model results from the regional ocean model are
validated using observations of hydrography from re-
peat cruises in the Barents Sea. Validation is performed
for average quantities and for probability distributions
in space and time. The validation results reveal that,
though the regional model is forced by a coupled global
model that has a noticeable sea ice bias in the Barents
Sea, the hydrography and its variability are reproduced
with an encouraging quality. We attribute this improve-
ment to the realistic transport of warm, salty waters into
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the Barents Sea in the regional model. These lateral
ﬂuxes in the ocean are severely underestimated by the
global model. The added value with the regional model
that we have documented here lends hope to advance
the quality of oceanic climate change impact studies.
Keywords Model validation · Barents Sea ·
Regional climate · Ocean modeling
1 Introduction
Climate and climate change affect the Barents Sea
ecosystem by inﬂuencing species through changes in
reproduction, recruitment (Sætersdal and Loeng 1987;
Ellertsen et al. 1989), growth, and distribution (Nakken
and Raknes 1987; Michalsen et al. 1998). Therefore,
marine ecosystems are vulnerable to climate change,
especially when key species are affected. In order to
address the implications of future climate change on
assessments of marine resources, results are needed
with a resolution that resolves the relevant physical
quantities, such as eddies and a realistic description of
the bottom topography and the coastline. However, a
horizontal resolution of the order of a few kilometers,
which is needed for such purposes, is still not feasible
when running global climate models.
The Barents Sea is a major heat sink for the Atlantic
water on its way to the Arctic Ocean. Water mass trans-
formation through freezing of sea ice and subsequent
brine release and cooling of the ocean produces dense
water that may sink to great depths in the Arctic Ocean
(Midttun 1985). This contributes to the deep water
formation in the Arctic (e.g., Rudels et al. 1994; Schauer
et al. 2002; Quadfasel et al. 1988) and, thus, also to
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the Atlantic thermohaline circulation. In order to get
a realistic Barents Sea climate, it is therefore important
to get a sufﬁcient inﬂow of warm Atlantic water into
the Barents Sea with a subsequent cooling of this water
mass.
While model results for the northern hemisphere sea
ice edge generally agree reasonably well with obser-
vations, Arzel et al. (2006) ﬁnd that over half
of the atmosphere–ocean general circulation models
(AOGCMs) used in the fourth assessment report
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC-4AR) overestimate sea ice in the southern
Barents Sea. Arzel et al. (2006) also note that models
that perform well when validating the present climate
sea ice extent are not necessarily also superior when
it comes to results for the poleward heat transport.
According to Parkinson et al. (2006), the oceanic heat
transport by the North Atlantic Current in the Nordic
Seas is underestimated in several of the IPCC-4AR cli-
mate models. This often leads to excessive sea ice cover
in the Barents Sea region in the models. Moreover, the
coarse resolution of these models makes it impossible
to represent the topographic features with which the
currents that transport heat into the Barents Sea are
associated.
Here, we try to overcome some of these prob-
lems by applying atmospheric forcing from the atmo-
spheric module of an AOGCM to a basin-scale, high-
resolution, coupled ocean/sea ice model. Thus, some
important processes that are not resolved or included
in the coarser climate models are described in the high-
resolution regional model. These differences include
a more realistic bathymetry, shelf–ocean interactions,
tides, and improved mixing. Our model will reproduce
the Atlantic inﬂow to the Nordic Seas (Sandø and
Furevik 2008), as well as to the Barents Sea, as long
as the large-scale wind stress curl over the Atlantic
and Nordic Seas is captured. The higher-resolution
ocean model can then properly represent the roles of
topography, tidal mixing, and fronts to produce a real-
istic ocean circulation. A similar effort has previously
been performed for another shelf area, the North Sea
(Ådlandsvik and Bentsen 2007).
Most evaluations of the performance of climate mod-
els in the Arctic have focused on atmosphere properties
(e.g., Chapman and Walsh 2007; Walsh et al. 2008) and
the seasonal variability and/or trends of sea ice extent
(e.g., Parkinson et al. 2006; Arzel et al. 2006; Overland
and Wang 2007). Regional sea ice/ocean circulation
models for the Arctic forced with atmospheric reanaly-
sis products have also been examined (e.g., Karcher
et al. 2003; Maslowski et al. 2004). Walsh et al. (2008)
compute the multi-model area-mean root-mean-square
error (RMSE) of the surface temperature of the at-
mosphere. They ﬁnd that the RMSE is in the range
3–6 K for the various seasons, when the region north-
ward of 60◦N is considered. Chapman and Walsh (2007)
report negative biases during winter in the Barents
Sea of 8–12 K in their examination of 14 IPCC-AR4
AOGCMs. In order to examine the relations between
such relatively large errors in the atmospheric mod-
ule of coupled climate models with the corresponding
ocean circulation in the Arctic, we force a regional
ocean/sea ice circulation model with atmosphere results
from an AOGCM. The distribution of oceanic heat and
salt in the problematic region of the Barents Sea are
validated using various techniques, including a novel
examination of how well the inter-annual variability
is reproduced. Results for a 15-year present climate
period are evaluated in this study, and we ﬁnd that the
results are substantially improved when compared to
the corresponding results from the global model.
The aim of this paper is to validate the regional
model for the Barents Sea and quantify the added value
relative to a global simulation. Section 2 presents the
AOGCM that is considered, and describes the high-
resolution ocean/sea ice model from which results will
be analyzed here. Then, the data sets used in the vali-
dation are described in Section 3. A brief introduction
to the general hydrography and circulation at the en-
trance to the Barents Sea is given in Section 4. The
validation follows in Section 5, and some conclusions
are presented at the end of the paper in Section 6.
2 The model experiment
From the International Panel on Climate Change
Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC WG-I/8 et al. 2007b),
results from 20 AOGCMs are available. Ideally, all
AOGCMs should be used in making an ensemble of
regional simulations. However, due to both feasibility
and the quality of the results of global AOGCMs on
regional scales, results from only one AOGCM are
used to force the regional ocean/sea ice model. In this
study, a good representation of sea ice in the Arctic in
general and the Barents Sea in particular is rated as the
most important criterion when choosing an AOGCM.
Overland and Wang (2007) use a limit of reproduc-
ing Arctic ice area within 20% and seasonal ice zone
within 30% of observations as criteria for classifying
a model as “good” in the present context. Then, out
of the 20 AOGCMs, only three models perform well
in both the Arctic as a whole and in the Barents Sea.
In the present study, the Goddard Institute for Space
Studies Atmosphere–Ocean Model (GISS AOM) is
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chosen. The other two models passing the two “good-
ness” criteria in both the Arctic and the Barents Sea
are Community Climate System Model version 3.0 of
the National Center for Atmospheric Research and
the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model ver-
sion 1 of the Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and
Research.
GISS AOM ran on a global grid with a resolution
of four by three degrees in longitude and latitude,
respectively, in both the atmosphere and the ocean.
Geo-potential was used as the coordinate in the vertical
direction in the ocean module, with a maximum of
16 z levels. The number of vertical layers in the ocean
depends on the horizontal location but is constant in
time. The layer thicknesses are adjusted at each hor-
izontal location after computation by the dynamical
subroutines at each time step such that the ratio of the
mass of a grid box divided by the mass of the grid box
below it is 8/11. A sea ice model calculating sea ice
thickness and snow amount was coupled to the model
system. Tides were not included. See the GISS AOM
website http://aom.giss.nasa.gov/ for further details.
The coupled ice–ocean numerical model used for the
regional simulation is the Regional Ocean Modeling
System (ROMS), described in Shchepetkin and
McWilliams (2005). The regional model is run on a
stretched orthogonal curvilinear grid with an average
resolution of 10 km, covering the Arctic and the
Atlantic down to about 20◦S. The domain and the
variable resolution is displayed in Fig. 1. In the vertical,
40 generalized sigma (s-coordinate) levels are applied
using the scheme of Song and Haidvogel (1994), with
stretching that enhances the resolution towards the
surface and the bottom. This provides a very good
vertical resolution in shelf areas. For example, with a
depth of 200 m and the parameter for surface stretching
θs = 5.0, the parameter for bottom stretching θb = 0.4,
and a critical depth of 10 m, at a pycnocline depth
of about 20 m, the vertical grid resolution is better
than 3.7 m. The method for computing the horizontal
pressure gradient has been described by Shchepetkin
and McWilliams (2003).
Daily mean sea level pressure, surface winds, surface
air temperatures, surface speciﬁc humidity, downward
long wave radiation at the surface, downward short
wave radiation at the surface, and precipitation values
were extracted from the GISS AOM results and used to
provide atmospheric forcing for ROMS through the use
of the bulk ﬂux algorithm due to Fairall et al. (2003).
At the lateral open boundaries of the ocean module,
monthly mean climatological values from the Simple
Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) data set (Carton
et al. 2000a, b) for the period 1981–2000 are used. Ice
Fig. 1 Model domain and horizontal resolution. Land (dry grid
cells) are displayed as gray regions, while the color shading
corresponds to resolution in km as given by the color bar to the
right. A contouring interval of 1.5 km was used
concentration, thickness, and velocity lateral boundary
conditions for the sea ice module were taken from
an annual monthly mean climatology constructed from
GISS AOM ﬁelds for the period 1981–2000. Initial
conditions were taken from January values from the
SODA and GISS AOM climatologies for ocean and ice
variables, respectively. Along the open boundary in the
South Atlantic, SODA has a horizontal resolution of
50–55 km, while the corresponding resolution in GISS
AOM is about 350 km.
Tides are included in the ROMS simulation, with
eight tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K2, K1, O1, P1, and
Q1) from TPX 0.7 (Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) and tidal
potential. Preliminary validation of model results with
current meter data in the Barents Sea region suggests
that modelled tidal current amplitudes are approxi-
mately 10% too large (G. Forristal, personal commu-
nication). The tides are important for mixing and ice
freezing/melting in the Barents Sea and, thus, impor-
tant for the heat transfer from ocean to atmosphere.
In a numerical sensitivity study covering the Barents
Sea, Harms et al. (2005) found an annual average of
15% increase in heat loss from ocean to atmosphere by
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including M2 tide compared to a control run without
tides.
The ice model dynamics are based on the elastic–
viscous–plastic (EVP) rheology after Hunke and
Dukowicz (1997) and Hunke (2001), and the ice ther-
modynamics are based on Mellor and Kantha (1989)
and Häkkinen and Mellor (1992). The ice module
used in ROMS has been ported from the Norwegian
Meteorological Institute’s Ice Model (MI-IM), docu-
mented by Røed and Debernard (2004).
The Barents Sea includes areas that are seasonally
or permanently ice-covered. Atmosphere–ocean ﬂuxes
therefore have a large spatial and temporal variability.
There is no coupling back from the regional model to
the atmospheric boundary layer. However, feedback
between the model surface temperature and the com-
puted sensible, latent, and net long-wave radiation heat
ﬂuxes reduces the problem with drift in the surface
temperature in ROMS. Still, wrong ice distribution in
the climate model will affect the atmosphere–ocean
ﬂuxes in the high-resolution model. This is a major
challenge.
To prevent long-term drift in the model salinity,
the sea surface salinity is restored to climatology
based on the Common Ocean-Ice Reference Exper-
iment (CORE; see http://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov/nomads/
forms/mom4/COREv2.html) (Large and Yeager 2008),
with a restoration time of 360 days. Although restoring
the sea surface salinity towards climatology, this allows
for some inter-annual variability in the model salinity.
Together with the ﬂux correction, this reduces the re-
gional model sensitivity to regional biases in the climate
model atmosphere.
Surface freshwater runoff forcing was also obtained
from CORE. The data are the annual mean river runoff
distributed globally with a resolution of 1◦ in longitude
and latitude. The data were interpolated to the model
grid and took the same form as precipitation input, i.e.,
the freshwater supply altered the surface salt ﬂux but
no mass or momentum was added to the system. Hence,
the diffuse nature of this runoff forcing does not allow
for the evolution of coastal currents and salinity fronts
at a distance of the order of 100 km off the coastline,
even though the resolution in ROMS is sufﬁciently ﬁne
to describe such currents. Additional errors result from
the lack of an annual cycle in the river runoff forcing.
The ROMS simulations have been performed for
two periods, 1981–2000 representing the present cli-
mate and 2046–2065 representing the future scenario
SRES A1B (IPCC WG-I/2 et al. 2007a). Five years is
considered as spin-up, and only the remaining 15 years
are used in the analysis. The ﬁrst period will be used as a
control run and is validated in this work, while analysis
of results for the latter period will be reported in an
upcoming publication.
3 Observations and model results
Hydrographic data along ﬁxed cruise tracks and cast
positions are available from the Institute of Marine
Research (IMR; Kangas et al. 2006). The data have
been subjected to a quality assurance process at IMR,
using the The Integrated Global Ocean Services System
standard. Observations were made as CTD casts with
a vertical resolution ranging from 1 to 5 m. Here,
the data were integrated over 10-m bins prior to the
model validation. There are three cruise tracks that are
frequently visited, from which the data are relevant for
the present purpose. These tracks are “Bjørnøya west”
(BW), “Fugløya–Bjørnøya” (FB), and “Vardø north”
(VN). The number of CTD casts from these cruise
tracks that are used in the present analysis is listed in
Table 1. The cruise tracks and positions of the CTD
casts are displayed in Fig. 2.
The results from GISS AOM are available as
monthly means. Results were provided on a variable
resolution grid in the vertical, consisting of 31 geo-
potential levels. As described in Section 2, the spa-
tial resolution in GISS AOM is 4◦ in longitude, 3◦
in latitude. As can be seen from Fig. 2, each of the
cruise tracks is spanned by very few grid cells in the
GISS AOM (two to four cells). Hence, examination
of horizontal gradients along the cruise tracks is of
little value. Note also that a point-to-point comparison
along the FB track will be tainted by the the poor local
representation of the Norwegian coast in this region.
The present ROMS simulation uses variable resolu-
tion in the horizontal. As shown in Fig. 1, the resolution
in the Barents Sea region is 8–9 km. Results from
ROMS were available at the 40 s levels used in the
simulation.
For the validation in Section 5, all model results are
interpolated linearly in time. In the vertical direction,
results are extracted from the model layer that cor-
responds to the observation depth. When a model’s
Table 1 Hydrographic data used in the present study
Cruise track Winter Spring Summer Fall
Bjørnøya west 0 86 84 127
Fugløya–Bjørnøya 308 579 447 448
Vardø north 286 233 393 212
Values are no. CTD casts from the three cruise tracks from the
period 1986–2000, sorted by season. Winter, spring, summer, and
fall are deﬁned as D-J-F, M-A-M, J-J-A, and S-O-N, respectively
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Fig. 2 The bottom topography in GISS AOM and ROMS for
the Barents Sea region is displayed in the top and bottom panels,
respectively. Grid cells that are dry are shown as dark gray
regions. Actual land has been superimposed as light gray regions.
The shading corresponds to model depth in m, as given by the
color bar to the right. Full circles show the positions of the CTD
stations where the observations were taken, along the labelled
cruise tracks “Bjørnøya west” (BW), “Fugløya–Bjørnøya” (FB),
and “Vardø north” (VN). Red dots indicate the positions of the
moorings that are used in Section 5.3. Note that two of the
mooring sites coincide with stations of the “Fugløya–Bjørnøya”
cruise track
bottom depth is smaller than the observed bottom
depth, the deepest model value is extrapolated down-
ward. In the horizontal, bi-linear interpolation is
applied.
The seasonal variability has a considerable magni-
tude in the present region, both in the atmosphere
and in the upper ocean. Moreover, while sea ice has
only rarely occurred in the tracks in recent years, more
than half of the coupled ocean–atmosphere models
have a seasonal ice cover in the entire Barents Sea in
their baseline climate (1980–1999) (IPCC WG-I/8 et al.
2007b). Hence, we will conduct the present analysis on
a seasonal basis. Here, we deﬁne the seasons as winter
in December, January, and February, spring in March,
April, and May, summer in June, July, and August, and
fall in September, October, and November. Note that
there were very few casts available from the BW track
during winter, so hydrographic data and model results
from BW for this season are discarded in the present
analysis.
4 The regional ocean circulation and hydrography
The mean values for salinity and temperature from
the upper 50 m reveal that all of the three tracks are
dominated by water masses that are relatively saline
and warm for such high latitudes. The main source
is the poleward-ﬂowing Norwegian Atlantic Current,
which splits into two branches as it leaves the coast of
northern Norway.
The western branch continues northward along
the continental shelf break and becomes the West
Spitsbergen Current. The BW cruise track intersects
this current. The eastern branch ﬂows eastward into the
Barents Sea as the North Cape Current. This current is
ﬁrst intersected by the FB track, and further to the east
by the VN track.
Coastal water in the Norwegian Coastal Current
(NCC), occupying the southernmost part of the FB
track, accounts for an additional volume and heat trans-
port into the Barents Sea. This water mass is distin-
guishable from Atlantic water by its lower salinity range
(S < 34.7). A common deﬁnition of Atlantic water in
the Barents Sea is by temperature (T > 3 ◦C) and
salinity S > 35.0 (Loeng 1991). Based on an array of
moorings along the FB track and using these criteria,
Skagseth et al. (2008) found that this branch carries
1.8 Sv of Atlantic water on average, with a correspond-
ing heat ﬂux of 48 TW. The inﬂow was reported to show
an upward trend of 0.1 Sv/year from 1997 to 2006 and
a relatively large temporal variability on several time
scales.
The data show that the saltiest water is found in the
BW track, reaching an average value of 34.99 in the
upper 50 m of the cross-section during spring. The cor-
responding maxima for the FB and VN tracks are 34.88
and 34.83, respectively. There is a general freshening in
the upper 50 m as the water ﬂows eastward from FB to
VN, ranging from 0.01 during fall to 0.09 during spring.
The coldest cross-sectional average of the upper
ocean water is found in BW, which is the northernmost
track. Here, the average temperature reaches a high
of 5.3 ◦C during summer. In FB and VN, the seasonal
highs are attained during fall, with values of 7.1 ◦C and
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6.3 ◦C, respectively. There is a cooling in all seasons
of the upper ocean as the water ﬂows eastward in the
southern part of the Barents Sea. The largest cooling
from FB to VN is 1.3 K, which occurs during winter
when the overlying atmosphere is at its coldest.
5 Model validation
The model validation is performed by comparing model
results that are interpolated in space and time to the
observed data, as outlined in Section 3. It is impor-
tant to realize that the atmospheric forcing in this
region has considerable variability, which, to a large
extent, is associated with the North Atlantic Oscilla-
tion (NAO; Hurrell 1995; Hurrell et al. 2003). NAO
is due to processes that are internal to the atmosphere
(Thompson et al. 2003) and has a random and unpre-
dictable character on time scales ranging from months
to decades (Hurrell et al. 2003). The GISS AOM sim-
ulation does not include assimilation of observations;
hence, the local atmospheric circulation in GISS AOM
from a particular month and year will generally cor-
respond to a NAO signal that is different from the
observed index value at that time. The validation that
follows in Subsections 5.1–5.3 is restricted to the upper
50 m of the water column, which is signiﬁcantly im-
pacted by the ocean–atmosphere ﬂuxes. In order to ac-
count for the discrepancy regarding NAO, we compare
observations with model results at the corresponding
time of the year, but the actual year is chosen randomly
from the 15 years with available model results from
ROMS.
Most of the NAO variability occurs at time scales less
than 3 years (see, e.g., Fig. 12 in Hurrell et al. 2003).
Hence, statistical measures such as biases and probabil-
ity distributions that are derived from a 15-year analysis
are representative, since errors that are associated with
mismatching conditions and different NAO indices will
tend to cancel each other. Even the temporal variability
itself can be validated by examining the scatter in time
in the observations and model results.
There is an underlying trend in the global atmo-
spheric surface temperature for the period in question
due to trends in the composition of Earth’s atmosphere
(IPCC WG-I/2 et al. 2007a). Changes in the radiative
forcing are included in the coupled GISS AOM simula-
tion, which this study is based upon. However, the am-
plitude of the regional internal atmospheric variability
in the Arctic is of a much larger magnitude than the
global trends (Räisänen 2002).
Due to the poor match between the horizontal res-
olution in GISS AOM and the distance between the
positions of the CTD stations, we will limit the valida-
tion of results from GISS AOM to integrated statistics
(mean bias) for the BW track (which represents the
water masses in the Nordic Seas adjacent to the Barents
Sea) and VN track (the longest of the cruise tracks).
Validation of integrated quantities (ﬂuxes of mass and
heat) from GISS AOM is also provided.
5.1 Overall validation
The biases of the model results with respect to the
observations are listed in Table 2. We note that, in
the upper 50 m, ROMS is somewhat warmer than the
observations in the west (BW and FB), and generally
slightly too salty in the east (FB and VN). Overall,
the ROMS results are remarkably close to the obser-
vations. GISS AOM is too cold (by about 1 K) and
too fresh (by 0.2–0.3) when compared to data from the
BW track. Moreover, the validation of GISS AOM ex-
hibits a signiﬁcant deterioration inside the Barents Sea,
with biases of 5 K and 1 in temperature and salinity,
respectively.
In order to gain more insight into the performance
of ROMS, we compute the probability density function
(pdf) for temperature and salinity in the upper 50 m,
Table 2 Biases in
hydrography results relative
to the observations
Results for the upper 50 m for
temperature (in K) and
salinity are shown in the
upper and lower half of the
table, respectively
Cruise track Model Winter Spring Summer Fall
Temperature
Bjørnøya west GISS AOM −1.0 −1.1 −0.5
Vardø north GISS AOM −4.2 −4.2 −5.3 −4.3
Bjørnøya west ROMS 0.3 0.1 0.2
Fugløya–Bjørnøya ROMS 0.6 0.6 0.2 −0.2
Vardø north ROMS −0.0 −0.5 −0.8 −1.0
Salinity
Bjørnøya west GISS AOM −0.26 −0.27 −0.19
Vardø north GISS AOM −0.79 −0.76 −1.33 −1.43
Bjørnøya west ROMS −0.04 −0.02 0.10
Fugløya–Bjørnøya ROMS −0.04 0.04 0.12 0.18
Vardø north ROMS 0.06 0.05 0.15 0.20
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Fig. 3 Probability density function for temperature for the fall
(S-O-N) season from the “Fugløya–Bjørnøya” track. The analysis
was restricted to observations and model results from the upper
50 m. Values along the horizontal axis are temperatures in ◦C.
The amplitude has been scaled so that the area under each curve
is the same
based on observations and model results from the fall
season. The results for temperature and salinity from
the FB track are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
With the exception of the higher peak, the pdfs for
temperature are similar in most aspects. The skewness
parameter is −0.72 and −0.90 for observations and
ROMS, respectively. The pdfs for temperature from
the VN track are similar to those from the FB track.
33.8 34.1 34.4 34.7 35
Observations
ROMS results
Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 3, but for salinity
The pdf from the ROMS results for salinity is also
similar to the observed distribution in most aspects.
The most striking misrepresentation is that salinity
values that are smaller than 34.4 are absent in the
model. These results are representative for all seasons
from the FB track. The lack of water masses in the
model that have the signature of a coastal current is a
primary cause for the narrower distributions and higher
peaks in the pdfs of ROMS results. This discrepancy is
due to the use of a 1◦ product for the runoff forcing.
The pdfs provide valuable information about the
overall variability in the sampled region. However, they
give no information about how the variability is distrib-
uted in space and time.
5.2 Variability in space
The cross-sectional averages of temperature and salin-
ity in the FB track for the fall season are displayed in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Model results were interpo-
lated to the observations’ positions prior to averaging.
Again, we ﬁnd that the results from ROMS are
strikingly similar to the observations, particularly for
temperature. There are horizontal fronts in the ROMS
results that are in the correct positions when compared
to the observed fronts; the ROMS salinity fronts are
too weak, though. Observations and ROMS results for
other seasons exhibit similar features to those from the
fall season.
The results for the BW track (not shown) are sim-
ilar to those from FB, with a temperature front near
Bjørnøya in the observations and in the results from
ROMS. For the VN track (also not shown), there are no
well-deﬁned temperature fronts in the cross-sectionally
averaged ﬁelds, although the observations and the
ROMS results are somewhat colder in the north. The
salinities from ROMS are close to the observed values
in the interior, but ROMS underestimates the gradient
near the coast, as it does not reproduce the magnitude
of the salinity minimum in this region. This is due to the
coarse resolution of the freshwater runoff forcing from
the CORE data set, as discussed in Section 2.
In order to assess the magnitude of the differences
between model results and observations, it is useful to
scale these differences by a spatially dependent quan-
tity that represents variability. Here, we compute the
standard deviation of temperature and salinity for each
season, from each CTD station and each 10 m bin in the
vertical, based on all of the observations available from
1980 to 2007.
The absolute values of the normalized model vs
observation differences are then computed, and results
are weighted spatially by the distance between the
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Fig. 5 Temperature cross-section of the “Fugløya–Bjørnøya”
cruise track, based on all dates in the fall season (S-O-N) with
cruise data for the period 1986–2000. Results based on observa-
tions and the ROMS model are displayed to the left and right,
respectively. The shading corresponds to temperature values as
given in ◦C by the color bar at the bottom, and contour lines
have been added for each 1◦ value. The vertical axes annotation
values are depths in m, while values along the horizontal axes
are distances from the southernmost CTD station, in km. The
positions of the stations are shown as full black circles at the top
of each panel, and the ﬁgures are drawn to view the cross-section
from west towards east
various CTD stations. The resulting mean normalized
differences are listed in Table 3. Note that results from
GISS AOM are not given, due to its insufﬁcient hori-
zontal resolution for the present purpose.
As explained above, there is no inter-annual phase
lock between model results and observations. Hence,
any mean normalized difference signiﬁcantly smaller
than 1 should be treated with suspicion. However, since
the validation is performed with monthly means from
the models, and instantaneous measurements, even
a “perfect” model will have a normalized difference
that is not 1. Presently, the normalization is carried
out based on the observed variability, which has a
higher variability than that from monthly mean values.
Thus, we expect normalized differences to be somewhat
lower than 1 for a “perfect” model. From Table 3, we
Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 5, but
for salinity
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Table 3 Normalized model vs observation differences for
hydrography
Cruise track Model Winter Spring Summer Fall
Temperature
Bjørnøya west ROMS 1.0 0.8 0.9
Fugløya–Bjørnøya ROMS 1.0 1.3 0.8 0.9
Vardø north ROMS 0.8 1.3 0.7 1.1
Salinity
Bjørnøya west ROMS 1.4 1.3 1.8
Fugløya–Bjørnøya ROMS 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0
Vardø north ROMS 1.3 1.0 1.1 0.9
Results for the upper 50 m for temperature (in K) and salinity are
shown in the upper and lower halves of the table, respectively
see that, with one exception, the normalized ROMS
model vs observation differences are in the range
0.7–1.4.
5.3 Variability in time
As discussed above, it is difﬁcult to assess the normal-
ized model vs observation differences due to the lack
of an optimal result. In order to shed more light on this
topic, we propose to take advantage of the fact that the
inter-annual variability in the observations and model
results are de-coupled. Then, we can examine how well
the observed temporal variability is described by the
model by applying the method of ranking that is used
for validation of an ensemble (Hammill 2001). Based
on the mean temperature from ROMS in the upper
50 m of the FB track, we ﬁnd that the auto-correlation
at lags of 1 and 2 years are 0.4 and −0.3, respectively.
Hence, we set the de-correlation time scale to 2 years
and can construct an eight-member ensemble of the
results for 1986–2000.
Another topic that needs to be addressed in this
context is the mismatch in the sampling from the model
and instruments. Model results are available as monthly
means, whereas observations from the CTD casts are
instantaneous. An analogous issue in the analysis of
ensembles in weather forecasting is that, in order to
correctly analyze the ensemble, one needs to take er-
rors in the instrumental records into account. This can
be done by adding noise to the observations to mimic
instrument errors (Saetra et al. 2004).
In the present case, the mismatch introduced by
monthly averaging of model results is much greater
than the instrument errors. We have four time series
of continuous temperature observations in the vicinity
of the FB track at our disposal, their locations are dis-
played as red dots in Fig. 2. From two of the moorings,
no data were available at depths smaller than 50 m. As
an estimate of the variance that is lost by application of
a monthly average, we compute the root mean square
(RMS) offset from a least squares ﬁt to each month
of data from all moorings, at the 50-m level. We ﬁnd
that, during spring, the RMS offsets range from 0.1
to 0.4 K, while the corresponding range from the fall
season is 0.1 to 0.55 K. For both seasons, the RMS
differences increase from south to north. In the analysis
that follows, we have thus added Gaussian noise with
standard deviation given by the RMS values after the
model results for each year were found by interpolating
linearly in time between the monthly averages.
If the statistical properties of the inter-annual vari-
ability in the observations and the model results are the
same, the probability that the observed value is smaller
than the ensemble minimum, between the ensemble
minimum and the second smallest ensemble value, etc.,
is the same for each interval (Hammill 2001). In an
eight-member ensemble, there are nine different pos-
sible outcomes of such a ranking. Here, we simplify
by restricting the analysis to count the frequency of
observations that are inside the range of the ensemble.
This corresponds to seven of the nine intervals, so
ideally, the frequency should be 7/9 = 0.78.
The aim here is to validate variability in time. How-
ever, the representation of spatial scales will also have
an effect on ranking. If fronts such as those displayed
in, e.g., the left panel of Fig. 5 are not resolved in
the model, ranking will show that the model under-
estimates variability even if the temporal variability is
described correctly. Hence, due to the coarse horizontal
resolution in GISS AOM, we will limit the ranking
analysis to the results from ROMS.
The results from the analysis for the FB track are
provided as Table 4, for the low and high estimates of
the RMS offsets in the data from the moored instru-
ments. The probability of observed values falling inside
either ensemble range is lower than the optimal value
of 0.78, for both seasons and the whole RMS range.
Table 4 Fraction of temperature observations from the Fugløya–
Bjørnøya track that falls within the ensemble range based on
results from ROMS, based on observations at levels in the range
40–50 m
Season RMS Raw De-biased
Spring 0.10 0.43 0.51
0.40 0.56 0.58
Fall 0.10 0.52 0.55
0.55 0.70 0.72
The optimal value for a eight-member ensemble is 0.78. RMS
temperature offsets are in K. De-biasing was performed by sub-
tracting the average of differences between model results and
observations for levels between 40 and 50 m from the entire FB
track. See the text for additional details
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Nevertheless, given the slight underestimation of spa-
tial variability that is evident from Fig. 5, we ﬁnd that
the temperatures from ROMS give a reasonable repre-
sentation of the observed variability. A crude measure
of the model performance in this context is “variability
percentage,” as given by the fraction between the tabu-
lated values and the optimal value (0.78). Using the de-
biased model results, the percentage from the average
of the low and high RMS estimates becomes 70% and
81% for spring and fall, respectively.
5.4 Volume and heat ﬂuxes
It is difﬁcult to make a consistent comparison between
observed and modeled volume and heat ﬂuxes. Ob-
servations are based on point measurements, while
model data provide area averages over a grid box, but
with higher spatial resolution than the observations.
The distance between observation points is larger than
the eddy scale, which would inﬂuence the comparison
between model and observations even for a “perfect”
model. Bias and possible drift in modeled salinity often
complicate the comparison further, by obscuring the
water mass deﬁnitions that are appropriate for the
analysis of model results.
Figures 4 and 6 show that the salinity in the ROMS
results is biased. They also show that water masses such
as coastal water are underestimated in the model, seen
by the lack of a tail at the lower end in the salinity pdf
(Fig. 4). Two different approaches to separate Atlantic
water from coastal water in the model include using
temperature only and restrict the analysis to the geo-
graphical extent of the moorings, or using both tem-
perature and salinity adjusted for model bias. In this
validation, the ﬁrst method is applied. This is consistent
with the observations by Ingvaldsen et al. (2004), and
will effectively distinguish between water masses of
Atlantic origin and water masses in the NCC, as the
NCC is situated south of the mooring section. The latter
method, however, gave only slightly different results.
In GISS AOM, the criterion is applied on the whole
opening between Norway and Svalbard.
For the period 1986–2000, the modeled net inﬂow to
the Barents Sea is 2.4 Sv in GISS AOM and 2.1 Sv in
ROMS for all water masses. Using the deﬁnition above
gives a corresponding Atlantic inﬂow of 1.1 Sv in GISS
AOM and 1.8 Sv in ROMS. The observations reported
by Skagseth et al. (2008) give an average Atlantic inﬂow
of 1.8 Sv. The different results from the two models are
mainly due to too-low temperatures in GISS AOM, as
shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 Mean ice concentration and sea surface temperature
(SST) in the Barents Sea during May, based on results from GISS
AOM (top) and ROMS (bottom). The shading corresponds to ice
cover area fractions wherever this exceeds 50% and SST values
elsewhere, as given by the color bar to the right. Vectors display
the velocity of sea ice in regions where the concentration is in the
range 50–70%. The lengths of the vectors have been scaled by
the caption arrow inside the white box in the bottom panel, which
corresponds to a speed of 0.1 m/s. Vectors are only displayed
when the speed is larger than 0.02 m/s. This threshold was not
exceeded anywhere in the GISS AOM results for this region
In winter/spring, no water masses are classiﬁed as
Atlantic water in GISS AOM, resulting in zero inﬂow
of Atlantic water in the months February through May.
The net inﬂow of all water masses, however, only
shows a slight decline throughout winter and spring,
and varies between 2.1 Sv in June and 2.9 Sv in October.
The heat ﬂux reﬂects the low temperatures and varies
between 13 TW in March (0 TW for Atlantic water)
and 45 TW in October (42 TW for Atlantic water), with
an average of 27 TW (16 TW for Atlantic water) for
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the whole period 1986–2000. This agrees poorly with
observations (Skagseth et al. 2008), which suggest that
the average heat ﬂux carried by the Atlantic water into
the Barents Sea is 48 TW. The heat ﬂux is greatly
increased in ROMS, despite a reduction in the total
volume ﬂux. For the whole period, the average net heat
ﬂux from all water masses amounts to 65 TW in the
ROMS simulation, while the Atlantic water contributes
with 46 TW.
Further, Skagseth et al. (2008) ﬁnd that variability
in heat ﬂux through FB track is dominated by ﬂuc-
tuations in volume transport rather than temperature
ﬂuctuations: They found a higher heat ﬂux in winter,
when temperatures are lower, and attributed this to the
stronger volume transports in winter.
GISS AOM shows the opposite behavior, with tem-
perature changes being the dominant factor for the
variability of heat ﬂux in the inﬂow to the Barents
Sea. The extensive Barents Sea ice cover in winter in
GISS AOM (see Fig. 7 for the results from May) is
attributed to the low heat ﬂux into the Barents Sea
in winter.
Although the ROMS results agree very well with
observations regarding average ﬂuxes on decadal
timescales, the temporal variability is too low in the
model. Skagseth et al. (2008) found the 12-month run-
ning mean volume transport into the Barents Sea to
vary between a minimum of 0.8 Sv and maximum
of 2.9 Sv within the 10-year period 1997–2006 (see
Table 5 here). For the heat ﬂux, the minimum and
maximum values were 29 and 70 TW, respectively.
The corresponding values from the 15-year period with
results from ROMS are 1.5 and 2.1 Sv for volume
transport minimum and maximum, respectively, and 41
and 51 TW for heat transport minimum and maximum,
respectively.
Table 5 Volume ﬂuxes (in Sv) and heat ﬂuxes (in TW) through
Barents Sea opening for Atlantic water only (deﬁned geographi-
cally, see text)
Source Mean Min Max
Volume ﬂux
GISS AOM 1.1 0.6 1.5
ROMS 1.8 1.5 2.1
Observations 1.8 0.8 2.9
Heat ﬂux
GISS AOM 16 8 25
ROMS 46 41 51
Observations 48 29 70
Min and max values are minimum and maximum values in 12-
month ﬁltered time series
GISS AOM shows a larger relative variability than
the ROMS results, but the average ﬂuxes are sub-
stantially underestimated, as described above. As also
revealed by Table 5, ROMS produces realistic inﬂow of
both volume and heat into the Barents Sea.
6 Conclusion
In the ROMS simulation that is examined here, ROMS
was coupled to a dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice
model as described in Budgell (2005). The results for
sea ice from the GISS AOM and ROMS experiments
are connected to the ocean temperature results as ex-
pected, since the Barents Sea has a much larger ice
cover in the colder GISS AOM. We particularly ob-
serve that the sea ice retreat in GISS AOM is delayed
in the spring season, as can be seen from Fig. 7. The
GISS AOM results for sea ice, where the Barents Sea
is, e.g., almost completely ice-covered during winter,
does not at all correspond to the observations. The sea
ice results can be compared to the observations from
1990 that are displayed in Rayner et al. (2003), see, e.g.,
their Fig. 1c,d. While the ROMS results also display
a too-extensive sea ice cover, it is much closer to the
observations than the GISS AOM ice cover.
The excess heat carried into the Barents Sea by
Atlantic water in ROMS, as compared to GISS AOM,
has an average value of 30 TW (see Table 5), or
8 · 1019 J per month. If all of this energy is consumed
by ice melting, this corresponds to a 1-m-thick ice cover
over the entire Barents Sea being melted during a
period of 4 months. We also note from Fig. 7 that ice
retreat in ROMS due to advection only has an impact
locally. Advection of sea ice in GISS AOM is slow-
paced everywhere in the Barents Sea. Hence, most of
the improvement in the description of sea ice in ROMS
can be attributed to its realistic heat transport.
The same atmospheric forcing is applied to both of
the ocean and sea ice models, albeit in different ways,
since GISS AOM is a fully coupled system. Obviously,
one must expect that the ROMS results are at least
somewhat tainted by the GISS AOM atmosphere that
has a lower boundary that is much too cold. Hence, it is
encouraging to ﬁnd that, even under these conditions,
ROMS can provide results that constitute a realistic
description of the hydrographic conditions in the upper
water masses of the Barents Sea.
We have demonstrated that a regional ocean circu-
lation model, run with a much higher horizontal resolu-
tion than what is feasible with a coupled general circula-
tion model, is capable of a realistic representation of the
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ocean circulation in a shelf sea. However, it is important
to realize that the impact of the large-scale circulation
may differ from one shelf sea to another. The Barents
Sea is characterized by a strong impact from relatively
warm waters that enter in the west, making it a much
warmer shelf sea with less sea ice than other shelf seas
at similar latitudes.
This study gives us reason to believe that much
value can be added to projections of the future ocean
climate from coupled AOGCMs by down-scaling us-
ing regional modeling. While AOGCMs that are eddy
resolving in the ocean are not likely to transpire in
the foreseeable future, regional models can provide
information with a resolution that is more relevant for,
e.g., oceanic biota.
The present results are generated on a variable mesh
grid that is sufﬁcient for resolving important large-scale
circulation features such as the Gulf Stream separation
(Smith et al. 2000), but too coarse to reproduce the
circulation on the scales at which most meso-scale ac-
tivity is found at high latitudes. Hence, extending the
methodology by nesting an even smaller domain into
a regionally downscaled model may be useful from the
viewpoint of climate change impact studies.
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